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They're all

Utopians

now
The "failure of communism" has come

to be peddled as the latest version of the

usual ideological hamburger on the mass

media'sinstantmenu. Whathas happened,
however, is not thatcommunism has failed

butonly thatLeninism has collapsed. Right

from the very beginning, in What is to be

Done? Lenin had expressed the view that

the working class was "exclusively by its

own effort... able to develop only trade-

union consciousness, i.e., the conviction

that it is necessary to combine in unions,

fight the employers and strive to compel

the government to pass necessary labor

legislation, etc."
1 This was the view

adopted by the Bolshevik majority within

theRussian Social-DemocraticLaborParty

("the theoretical doctrine of Social De-

mocracy"). Buttressing that, Lenin's the-

sis on the origins of the theory ofsocialism

was accepted as a good replacementfor the

Gospel: it "grew out of the philosophic,

historical and economic theories elabo-

rated by educated representatives of the

propertied classes, by intellectuals."
2

For a very long time, this belief that

revolutionary theory couldarise "altogether

independently of the spontaneous growth

of the working-class movement" jammed
the only channel by which workers could

in fact formulate their protests against the

ravages of capitalism. It made Bolshe-

vism, as achrysalis stageofSocial Democ-
racy, reinforced by the authority of the

Soviet state, thedominantvehicle ofwork-

ing-class aspirations around the world. Any
attempts atdirectly conceptualizingan alter-

native to capitalism out of the experience

of the class struggle were thereby sen-

tenced to exile. A smothering blanket of

pseudo-communist legitimacy helped to

choke off aburgeoning trend toward "rais-

ing hell" in the workplace.

Capitalist butterfly

With the opening movement of a Soli-

darity government in Poland, followed by

a chain reaction of similar upsets through-

out the Leninist countries, the Bolshevik

chrysalis has at long last given way to a

dazzling (capitalist) butterfly. The market

system has made an ideological comeback

in the state-capitalist countries in a big

way—although, as socialists have been

pointing out assiduously ever since the

November Revolution, there never ceased

to be a market system operating in those

countries; it had simply transformed itself

into a "central plan". Thanks to the nom-

enklatura system (a system of patronage

which assured the respective "Commu-
nist" parties a vise gripon the strategic eco-

nomic and political positions), the well-

protected capitalists who spent decades

consolidating their vulnerable position

behind the "iron curtain" now feel con-

fident enough to "rise to full stature in all

their giantstrength," to useLenin ' s phrase.

Andnow that the spectre ofcommunism
has finally melted away, some space has

again opened up for the real thing to res-

ume its interrupted trajectory. But it can

always be interrupted again if we let our

thoughts remain centered on the main in-

stitutions of class division—profits and

wages—rather than on its replacement.

For purely business reasons alone, a capi-

talist will always tend to be incapable of

understanding socialism as a concept (as a

system ofsocietybasedoncommon owner-

ship and democratic control of the means

of wealth production); doing so would

require stepping outside the market frame

of reference and looking at the world from

the vantage point of a human being. This

is not impossible; but it can obviously

happen only rarely. Then there are, of

course, the numerous supporting ideologi-

cal arguments generated by the world of

business as a secondary form of self-de-

fense.

Alternatives to the system
Less obvious is the case of the worker/

professional who fails to grasp even the

basics ofsocialism. Whatwe fill our minds

with forms a pattern of energy use which

precludes the development of other pat-

terns ofthought, and filling ourminds with

thoughts of struggling to get by in the

market leaves little room for choosing al-

ternatives to the market system. Without

being steeped in any direct form of pro-

capitalist ideology—even being against

capitalism in general but not specifically

against the market system—millions of

people can go on, year in and year out,

remaining indifferent to the real possibili-

ties life could hold for them in a system of

wealth production which didn't require

them to be poor so it could function.

The "spark" of consciousness is always

present, because the poverty enforced by

capital is endlessly generating new discon-

tents (and leaving old ones to fester).

Capitalists havea built-in incentive to deny

the very possibility of eliminating capital;

wage-earners (including salaried pro-

fessional workers), on the other hand, have

a devil by the tail and are constantly com-

pelled to find new ways to rationalize their

exploitation. The mass media are there to

help them in this—but even these are only

a band-aid solution, and other machineries

of repression either have already been

deployed or are being researched. (The

idea that wealth is something to be enjoyed

simply as the outcome of human labor and

that a whole system of society could oper-

ate worldwide without the use of money is

in any case airilydismissedby the informa-

tion commandos.)

Utopia now
Capitalists see no need for any system

beyond capitalism because their Utopia is

already an historical fact. The abundance

promised (eventually) by capitalism is

everywhere; its delivery isnowhere in sight.

Life in this Utopia is so beautiful and so

perfect that the happy workers could not

rationally entertain thoughts of doing

wealth production differently than on a

profit basis—and now, even that paragon

of communism, the international group of

Leninist parties, has "failed" in its historic

mission to take over the world and impov-

erish everyone. Yet people are starving on

a scale as never before in world history

while food surpluses are stockpiled or

destroyed because their existence threat-

ens profits; poverty is the lot of more

human beings now than in any previous

period; and even the environmental basis

for conducting exploitation is in the pro-

cess of breaking down under the pressure

of continuing systematic abuse.

The time has never been better forjunk-

ing a system that only works in the eyes of

its advocates. Now that it has been shown

that Leninism could be scrapped with

impunity, why not take a much more pro-

ductive step and move on to replacing

capitalism itself?

1 What is to be Done ? , "The Beginning

of the Spontaneous Upsurge".
2 What is to be Done? t

"Primitiveness

and Economism".
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Unscientific socialism
A re-reading of a failed ideology

The demise of the 'Vanguard of the

proletariat" aspractised in thegroup of
Leninist states is certain to have far-

reaching effects on how reform move-

ments express their opposition to capi-

talism, no matter how radically they

may do so. This three-part article will

examine Lenin's conception of class

struggle in some detail as he explains it

in What is to be Done? (International

Publishers, New York, 1978)—given the
importance ofthe working class

J

s avoid-

ing the repetition ofsuch ill-considered

detours in thefuture. In thispamphlet
Lenin ranges over topics like class con-
sciousness, inner-partydemocracy,party

propaganda and agitation, trade-un-

ionism andpolitical activity ingeneral
A close reading ofthis "revered classic"

will show, however, that his reputation

as a technician ofMarxist revolution is

ludicrously in error.

Parti

Russia's Labor Party

Let us begin with Lenin's notion ofclass

consciousness.

"Social Democracy", he says (in the

section on "Trade Unionist Politics and

Social Democratic Politics") (TUPSDP),
"leads the struggle of the working class,

not only for better terms for the sale of

labour-power, but for the abolition of the

social system that compels the property-

less to sell themselves to the rich" (p 57).

At the turn of the century, this was an

accepted truism among Social Democrats

all across Europe. (Its reformist implica-

tions we shall consider in the secondpartof

this article.)

You would think, on the face of it, that as

a student of Marx, Lenin agreed with the

notion that the history of class struggle

since ancient times has been one of ongo-

ing clarification', that capitalism has boiled

it down to a final showdown between only

two social classes:

owners of the

means of produc-

tion (capitalists)

and wage-earners

(workers). This,

unfortunately, is not

what he means at

all. For in the very

next sentence he

writes, "Social-De-

mocracy represents

the working class, not in its relation to a

given group of employers alone, but in its

relation to all classes of modern society

and to the state as an organised political

force". [Emphasis added.]

Had he written, instead of "all classes of

modern society", "the capitalist class as a

whole", he would have made a good sum-
mary of what a socialist party ought to do.

Buthe was mesmerized, as a disciple of the

liberal revolutionaries of Russia in the

1870s (thsNarodnaya Volya, or "People's

Will"), by the silent spectre of the peas-

antry. In 1902 only a small proportion of

the Russian population worked for a wage;

and though it was a rapidly increasing

proportion, the working class was still a

small minority, and the class of peasants

was in the vast majority.

The field of struggle
This is apoint which bears emphasizing.

Only when the working class faces the

capitalistclassaloneon the fieldofstruggle
can it proceed to abolish the slavery of

capital accumulation—which can hardly

be undertaken if the capitalist class itself

has not yet made wage-labor the rule of life

for the bulk ofthe population. We can thus

say that Lenin's theory, like that of his

contemporaries, the Marx-quoting popu-

lists ofRussia (that it is somehow possible

to "skip" the stage of capitalism), owes
itself to a thoroughly defective grasp of

historical materialism:

(i) After asserting (p 32) that the work-

ing class can develop its views no further

than "trade-union consciousness"—an

appropriate theory for a country with a

minuscule working class!—he tells us that

"the consciousness of the working masses

cannot be genuine class-consciousness,

unless the workers learn, from concrete,

and above all from topical, political facts

and events to observe every other social

class in all the manifestations of its intel-

lectual, ethical and political life; unless

they learn to apply in practice the material-

ist analysis and the materialist estimate of

all aspects of the life of all classes, strata

and groups ofthe population" (TUPSDP,p
69). And, further, workers mustbe "trained

to respond to all cases of tyranny, oppres-

sion, violence and abuse, no matter what

class is affected"—and specifically, trained

"to respondfrom a Social-Democratic point

of view and no other". Consciousness, in

other words, equals ideology and coin-

cides with the Party line.

(ii) He likewise divorces the under-

standing ofeconomic relationships (which

he relegates to "trade-union conscious-

ness", a conviction held by the workers)

from political action (which he purifies by
placing it exclusively under the care of

"Social-Democratic consciousness", also

a matter of "conviction"). It is obvious

from his doctrinaire treatment of it that the

subject of consciousness causes him no

end of confusion; but essentially he thinks

of it as equating with membership in any

organization—i.e, the purpose of the or-

ganization is its "consciousness".

But consciousness is really rooted in the

technique by which people communicate
with each other, and class-consciousness is

that by which they talk to each other about

their shared relationship to the system of

wealth production. It follows that it is not

organizational in nature, but merely apoint

around which to organize. Socialist con-

sciousness is the politically organizedphase

of all this. A scientific understanding of

capitalism's political economy, conse-

quently, is unlikely for the capitalist and is

hidden even from the worker unless they

see it from the vantage point of their own
material interests (namely, from a purely

human standpoint)—unless, in short, they

understand these as being in conflict with

the needs of accumulation. This under-

standing is not the less scientific for its

occurring subjectively; after all, an impor-

tant function of social science in general is

to identify superstition and abolish it. Lenin,

to reiterate, shows no inkling of this in any

part of the book but proposes to us, on the

contrary, a most un-Marxist figure in place

of the socialist: the "professional revolu-

tionary", an opposition prototype of the

modern-day organization man. (This will

be dealt with in Part II.)

(Hi) He assumes that socialist class

consciousness is possible in a multi-class,

precapitalist society—even as he splits that
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consciousness into trade-union and So-

cial-Democratic segments. But if, as we
have just mentioned, consciousness de-

pends so heavily on the developmentof the

means ofcommunication, and on its use in

particular to establish links and bonds

among separate groups (no matter which

social class they belong to), it is fairly

obvious that, prior to capitalism, conscious-

ness ofany kind was limited and parochial,

kaleidoscopically fragmented and chaoti-

cally distributed among a conglomeration

of mutually indifferent social strata.

With the abolition of serfdom in 1861,

Russia was moving out of this condition

and into the age of capitalism. For all that,

it would nevertheless have been an exer-

cise in futility, prior to the 19th century, to

have spoken ofeven enunciating a socialist

point of view there; the assumption made

by Marx and Engels of a disintegrating

peasantry was an assumption of a vora-

ciously successful capitalism. For con-

sciousness even to begin to reach to the

limits of society as a whole first requires

the physical destruction ofall social classes;

and merely for this process to get started

requires similarly the wholesale liquida-

tion of all previous social classes, down to

the stark, demythologized collision ofonly

two of them—each vying for uncontested

ownership of the means of production.

Tsarist Russia did not yet qualify for this

day of reckoning—in fact, it was only

through the Bolshevikreorganizationofits

ramshackle liberal economy that an op-

posed, socialist consciousness really be-

came possible for the first time. It accom-

plished this by making every Russian a

wage-slave; unless the latter managed to

self-deal theirway into a capitalistic status

through Party membership. (The irony of

our opening quote is surely apparent.)

Materialistic worldview
Scientific materialism, based on the

premise that modern technology can po-

tentially satisfy all human needs, can only

arise historically from the working class's

experience ofwage labor; scientific social-

ism means both the materialistic under-

standing of capitalist production and its

immediate replacement with a system of

common ownership and democratic con-

trol of the means of wealth production. A
materialist analysis of"all other" classes is

therefore possible only when there is (in

principle) a single other class: the capital-

ist class, the social stratum distinguished

by the fact that its members live off the

surplus labor ofan exploited class—off the

accumulation of capital.

It is possible only when, in other words,

wage labor is the universal form of "op-

pression" and commodity production, sur-

plus labor and profit (as opposed, for ex-

ample, to peasant agriculture) are the uni-

versal medium of social intercourse. The

existence of a peasant class (to the extent

that peasants even formed a social class)

acts as a retarding influence on the spread

of socialist consciousness. A "materialist

analysis" of "every other social class"

remains generally incomprehensible to

most people until they have at length been

forced into the position of having to sell

their abilities in order to make a living.

Hence, Lenin's seemingly sensible argu-

ment in favor of educating the workers is

out of joint with his own assumptions,

(iv) It goes without saying, lastly, that a

Trade unionist and bosses (I)

party which reaches out to all other classes

(excepting businessmen and landlords)

cannot be a party of the working class. In

it, the workers will find their own material

interests only one among many. Their

native class-consciousness, originating in

thepoverty generatedby thewages system,

will be overtaken and dominated by the

policy of an organization that does not

express but claims to create, to instill, its

consciousness (which is Social-Demo-

cratic, of course). The fact that, in Marx's

view, this trade-union mentality of the

workers' is precisely what is supposed to

gel into the party-spawning realization that

wages are die source of all evil—this fact

was absolutely lost on Lenin, just as it

passed over his head that it was unlikely an

insurrectionary majority dominated by

peasants would be much concerned with

the needs of wage-earners.

But this raises a second question: Who
were the Russian Social Democrats, and

why did they become divided into Bolshe-

viks in the majority and Mensheviks in the

minority?

The Russian Social-Democratic Party

(first organized in small, isolated study

circles in 1894, and not officially consti-

tuted until 1901 as a national party) suf-

fered, broadly speaking, from an acute

case of Office-Holder's Syndrome. As

Lenin put it: "Those who make nation-

wide political agitation the cornerstone of

their programme, their tactics and their

organisational work, as Iskra does, stand

the least risk of missing the revolution" (p

170, "The Tlan' for an All-Russian Politi-

cal Newspaper"; emphasis omitted).

[Founded and publishedby Leninbetween

1901 and the end of 1903, Iskra migrated

from Leipzig to Munich, London and

Geneva. After its 52nd issue it came under

the editorial control ofhis opponents, nota-

bly Plekhanov.]

(i) At the very moment when European

(especiallyGerman) Social Democracywas

mellowing into a reform movement, the

Russian intelligentsia were struggling just

to create their own. It is simply Lenin's

distinction that he considered it indispen-

sable to accomplish this by violent means.

His rivals for influence in the new organi-

zation, whom he labelled "Economists"

and "Opportunists" by turns, took their cue

generally from Eduard Bernstein et al. in

the German party and advocated turning

the Social Democrats into a kind of um-

brella organization voicing immediate

demands in behalf of Russian workers—-

a

sort of Russian Labor Party in the present-

day sense.

Bolshevik autocracy
If one argues, from a Marxian stand-

point, that in the decade of the 90s the

Social Democratic movement began to

wither and die as a force for socialist revo-

lution, then one can only conclude Russian

Social Democracy was already born dead.

The Bolshevik faction was the work of the

same crowd of pragmatists who initiated

the Labour Representation Committee in

Britain, and in fact its autocratic policies

(strenuously urged by Lenin) perfectly

suited such a Committee to function under

the tsarist autocracy. In Germany there

was no room for this idea to grow, as the

Social Democrats had already begun then-

own representation drive—but the take-

over of the Party by the Opportunist wing

signified, in effect, the same result. So it is

most ironic that Lenin was perpetually

denouncing his own peers in other coun-

tries—which only goes to show how deep

his own "materialist analysis" went.

(ii) His admiration for the professional-

ism of the Germans betrays a disturbingly

unproletarian proclivity—the exaltation of

the corporate-styleprofessional expert, the

ideal type forming the backbone of his

"organization ofrevolutionaries". Scarcely

a decade after the lapsing of Bismarck's

world socialist review/
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Anti-Socialist Law, Lenin can unflinch-

ingly assert thatdemocracy founded on the

principle of publicity is fine for the Ger-

mans, who can afford it, but the Russians

cannot:

No one would call an organization demo-
cratic that is hidden from every one but its

members by a veil of secrecy. What is the

use, then, of advancing "the broad demo-
cratic principle" when the fundamental

condition for this principle cannot befuU
filledby a secret organisation? "The broad
principle" proves itself simply to be a re-

sounding but hollow phrase. Moreover, it

reveals a total lack of understanding of the
urgent tasks of the moment in regard to

organisation (p 135, "The Primitivism of

the Economists and the Organisation of

the Revolutionaries").

While these remarks apply to party de-

mocracy, the reader will readily appreciate

their impact on party policy; on page 136,

Lenin underscores his meaning when he

describes party democracy under the threat
from the tsar's police as a "useless and
harmful toy". A party which calls itself

"social-democratic" and proposes to take

over the state, saying all the while it cannot

afford to be ruled by its own members,
hardly inspires any confidence that it will

tolerate society's members ruling them-

selves in turn!

Menshevism vs. Bolshevism
Moreover, since both Mensheviks and

Bolsheviks agreed, on general principle,

that abolishing the wages system was not

an immediate item on the working-class

agenda, their disagreement can only have
been over means. But overmeans to what?
Lenin argued that a bourgeois-democratic

republic would have to be created first; but

this implied thata socialistrevolution could

only come after the capitalists, wo±ers
and peasantry had first overthrown the

tsar's regime. How much farther ahead

would this really have put the working

class than ifthey had followed theMenshe-
viks' views? All the more problematic,

when one considers the immense difficulty

ofabolishing the peasant character offarm

labor in a country with as large a peasant

population as Russia's was then. .

.

It was, in fact, against this same kind of

intolerant chicanery that some members of

the Social Democratic Federation in Brit-

ain walked out, in 1904, in protest against

H.M. Hyndman's arbitrary policies, to

found the Socialist Party of Great Britain.

But they also rejected the Federation's

reformism and insistedthat socialism meant

taking control ofthe state so as to introduce

immediate common ownership and demo-
cratic control of the means of producing

and distributing wealth. They have stood

virtually alone in their insistence for many

years, although a number of companion
parties have sinceappeared in other (mostly

English-speaking) countries.

This revolt (a seemingly obscure event

by comparison with, say, the Russian

Revolution of 1905) marks a turning-point

in the evolution of socialist consciousness.

The "offshoot" was in reality an advance in

the design, the concept, of the party itself.

Such aparty could notpossibly have made
its appearanceasapoliticalparty inRussia
of Lenin's day. Indeed, if the European
working class was so weakly conscious of
its own material interests that it went in

overwhelmingly for policies of reform

(even when these were capped by a glitter-

ing crown of "ultimate revolutionary

demands"), workers in Russia were surely

altogether unconscious by comparison
(considering their ties to their peasant ori-

gins).

(iii) One further point also needs to be
made. In an evolved socialist party, one

which has solved the riddle of the "mini-

mum program", there is no longer any
question of the movement being split up
into right and left wings—a distinction

which is solely concerned with the reform

of the system. From a reformist angle, the

Trade unionist and boss (II)

perplexing question has always been which
changes to advocate (whether on a basis of

general principle or on any basis at all) ; the

bulk of every political party has always

wound up in the undecided, ambiguous
middle and depended on leaders from the

left and right to give it direction—the same
as with political struggles in general. For
the same reason, an authentically socialist

party cannot be considered a party of the

left—it advocates, not a reform of the

capitalist system, not even a radical and
sweeping one, let alone many piecemeal

changes, but a direct, once-only abolition

of the whole system of capital accumula-

tion (also called the wages system). It

advocates, as we said, immediate common
ownership.

The reason, therefore, the Bolsheviks

could never measure up to the tasks of a

socialistparty was, quite simply, the quasi-

socialist characteroftheir ideas. Whilewe
might call them pre-Marxian or even pre-

scientific socialists, we should be wary of

calling them revolutionary socialists. As
with all other Social-Democratic parties,

the question ofreforms caused a split in the

ranks over which minimum program to

adopt. Itwas this conflictwhichledLenin—
understandably, if naively—to think of

socialism as an ideology and a matter of

moral conviction; whereas it is really itself

an immediate program for achieving a

definite, technical end.

What's the real thing?
A real socialistrevolution is one in which

the working class understands that the

ownership question is the big issue and
sees common ownership of the means of

production as its resolution. So far, that

has remained in the future. That this might
be done at the polls is a point which under-

developed Russian Social Democracy can
be forgiven for misunderstanding, caught
as it was in a crossfire between a huge,
land-hungry peasant class and a collaps-

ing, outdated autocracy. But out of the

ashes ofreformist controversy itrose again

as Russia's Laborite movement—Com-
munism, Inc., you might call it.

Russia's Labor Party was born, then, of

a vanished Social Democracy in the hands
of an opportunistic, undemocratic pack of
reformists who publicly advocated a pol-

icy of secrecy and violence; at least, this

was the policy of the majority. Only sheer

desperation could have driven the workers
to rally arounda standard of this sort; either

that, or their class-consciousness was, af-

ter all, so poorly developed they could not

tell the difference anyway. Two further

quotes will suffice to illustrate: "Class

political consciousness", states Lenin, "can
bebroughtto theworkersonlyfromwithout,
that is, only from outside the economic
struggle" (p 78, TUPSDP); and yet, this

same ill-equipped flock of chuckieheads
has been previously described by him in

this manner:

History has confronted us with an immedi-
ate task which is the most revolutionary of

all the immediate tasks confronting the

revolutionary proletariat of any country.

The fulfillment of this task, the destruction

of the most powerful bulwark, not only of

European, but (it may now be said) of

Asiatic reaction [sic], would make the

Russian proletariat the vanguard of the

international revolutionary proletariat, (p

29, "The Spontaneity ofthe Masses and the

Consciousness of the Social Democrats")
—Ron Elbert
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In 1917 Isaac Rabinowitch (Rab) and 18

comrades left what was then the Socialist

Party of America to join forces with the

nascent world socialist movement—be-

gun in 1904 by the Socialist Party ofGreat

Britain—forming the nucleus of what

eventually became the World Socialist

Party (US). Rab lived the revolution, and

his charisma made it easy for others tofeel

socialism (or communism) immediately,

as a system of society*. It wasn't neces-

sary to stop at the limits of intellect and

simply imagine how such a system might

work. The World Socialist Party was the

organizational outgrowth which reflected

his own excitement over and enthusiasm

for socialism.

Gorbachev.~r >wno
longer pot Jatura

to rule in the old way and that some
sortc Ifonly to
be ab strolka

without provoking a workers' revolt

He probably isn't sly work-
ing towards ushering in aRussiawhere
the nomenklatura has c

such and!:

itself into a class of Western-type pri-

vately-owning sts, but it is in

this direction .is can
now be seen to be leading. ["Russia

and Private Property", -ALB, Socialist

Standard , April 1990]

The personal magnetism of one individ-

ual, of course, only serves to illustrate that

charisma is not the driving force in chang-

ing the basis of society . It is far too easy to

let the idea ofcommon ownership slip into

the background while concentrating on

activities which—intellectually speaking

—

seem to produce immediate results. From
a world socialist perspective, capitalism

(the market system resting on profits and

wages) needs to be eliminated now, not at

some indefinite point in the future. Yet

most other (nominally revolutionary)

movements and organizations have simply
thrown in their lot with the prevailing, sys-

temic opposition to capital; promising

themselves that ultimately they would get

back to The Revolution. But "ultimately"

never comes.

A good share of the transformations

planned by pe a are in part a

r e p r o -

posal of

the meth-
ods of the

NEP [New
Economic
Program]
for our
o w n
times..*

Academi-
cian V.

Tikhonov has
i that the

increa ich farm-

ers at the ^ In i i ic century,

and against which Lenlii hurled him-

self so harshly (and not always justi-

years ny of those

rich f led by the

had s zd the fields in

1927-28. In feet, many hardworking
averag farmers Meved
relative comfort through their labors

bctw On the foun-

dations of the NEP the country could

havegrownanddevelopedmuchmore
efficiently not only in agriculture but

in industry. ["In a Time of Change",

Roy Medv Giulctto Chlesa in

Dissent. Summer 1990]

One of the sadder cases of these—from

a working-class perspective—was the

Leninist movement that grew out of the

majority (or Bolshevik) faction in the turn-

of-the-centuryRussian Social-Democratic

Labor Party. Lenin, contrary to the myth,

did not live the socialist revolution, nor did

the organization that adopted his views

operate on a living sense ofhow socialism/

communism was supposed to work as a

worldwide system of production.

Quite a few members of the old elite,

thenomenklatura ofapparatchiks and
managers, are bu ring their

own nests, setting up companies and
acquiring business assets....Soon,

when a scheme has been worked out

for privatising industry, who do you
think will havemoney to spare to buy
shares and become legal capitalists?

Not the working class, obviously . Ef-

fectively the "vanguard" will re-estab-

lishits controlofthe means ofproduc-

tion in a different form, no longer

mediated through state ownership.
["Solidarity governs in Poland", CS,

Socialist Standard. Feb. 1990]

Bolshevism, as Lenin expounded it, was

tied intimately to every sort of movement
opposed to the policies of the existing

capitalist class—including a social stra-

tum that had not yet ceased to be important

in Russia, the newly-emancipated peas-

antry. The resulting concept of a worker-

peasant "alliance", which came to be iden-

tified as acornerstone of"Marxism-Lenin-

ism" (with the worker portion being over-

whelmed at the outset by the peasant por-

tion), demonstrably lacked the immedi-

acy, the feel, ofsocialism/communism as a

system of living and working together in

community. Leninism carried off its pro-

ponents into a prehistoric brain-world of

reformist illusion.

The Soviet Communist Party remains

enormously rich and extremely well

organized its own network of

newspapers, printing presses and
publishirigho lions

of rubles a year in profits. It also has

its own network hi the rces,

the security organs 3ries.

["Communist Leadersh o end
grip on USSR", Boston Globe 2/8/90]

How far from the original conception of

amoneyless, classless society they at length

got can be gathered from the astounding

cascade of events that has occurred since

Mikhail Gorbachev came into office and

initiated a policy of glasnost (political

openness) and perestroika (economic re-

structuring).

Having seen these vile potic

structures continue intactdecadeafter

decade, we might have been excused

for thinking that they were so firmly

in place that they wouJi r€Yer-

In fact, they were so i itaily

weak that they collapsed overnight

Having seen world capitalism stagger

on decade after decade, similarly we
could get the impression that it is so

firmly entrenched that it will remain
forever. In fact, confronted by a so-

cialisf majority, the lesson is that it

wHlprove sofundamentallyweakthat
its abolition will be a mere formality

causing itto dissolve intohLstory. ["The

Lessons of East Europe", Socialist

Standard. Feb. 1990]

Those workers who arc really in touch

with their feelings are the ones who go

beyond merely rolling with capitalism's

punches and who kick the system's traces;

however, what they mostly wind up doing

is setting up experiments in sharing and

cooperation, in defiance of the market-

place, that are usually short-lived. The
marketplace will continue to win all such

face-offs until the world's exploited ma-
joritycomes to realize that the class struggle

is a poison; that it will only end when the

division of society into social classes

through wages and profits is ended by the

surgical removal from the system of its

wages part.

—ROEL
* Both terms mean the common ownership

anddemocratic controlby the world's population

of the means of wealth production and distribu-

tion.
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The sneer
that can kill
When most Americans hear the word social-

ism, they become scared. The fear isnot oftheir

own making; it was constructed for them by

grey-minded men in dull suits whose job is to

see that the wage slaves are thinking the right

way. It is a fear constructed of memories of

WorldWarOne when "Reds" were thrown into

prison for the unpatriotic crime of refusing to

murder their fellow workers of other lands

—

memories of the state persecution of those who
were said to be un-American because they did

not wave the fool's flag of capitalism with

enough enthusiasm. In school you are taught

about Communism—not what it means, but

why you must fear it.

Socialists have from the very outset of the

Bolshevik experimentshown that it led to state-

capitalistdictatorship. We wereexposing Lenin

and Leninism when U.S. corporations were

happily trading with Russia. We exposed the

grotesque crimes against the workers commit-

ted by Stalin while Roosevelt was sitting at

Yalta carving up Europe with his "democratic

ally". We exposed Mao and Castro, and we
show today that the Gorbachevs and other

cleaned-up Leninists are simply state exploiters

of the workers. They are not socialists. But

most Americans are taught to fear socialism

because socialists, whose record is there to be

examined by those who will look, are supposed

to support dictatorship.

There is another fear about looking at what

socialists have to say. We present a pretty harsh

message to the workers of America—as we do

in all countries. We tell you that you are living

under a capitalist system. Now, "free" Ameri-

cans do not like to think that they are living

"under" anything. We say that you are not free

becauseyou do nothave free access to the goods

and services which you yourselves produce.

You are as free as your wage or salary money
allows you to be. Formost Americans that is not

very free. You are free to be blown up in a war

when your bosses fall out with a rival trade

gang, to be fired when there is no more profit to

be milked out of you, to live in circumstances

which frustrateyou butwhichyou cannot afford

to escape from. Some freedom! Now, most

American workers are frightened to admit the

poverty and insecurity of theirown lives. It is so

much easier to sneer at the socialist who says it

like it is.

Free, comfortable, secure
Sneer again, deluded worker, when the so-

cialist tells you thatyou could be living in a free

and comfortable and secure society. Tell us that

it is impossible; convince yourself that it is

Utopian. Say that your human nature—what

younaturally are—determines thatyouneed the
tyranny of the money system. How often have

socialists been told that we do not understand

humannature? Remember to say itwith a sneer,

as you condemnyourown species to the pitiable

condition ofbeasts in the capitalistjungle, with

no way out. Sneer as much as you like, the fact

Ticket to freedom
"Freedomhas its cost" is apopularAmerican

sentiment. Particularly in light of some tough

transitions going on in Eastern Europe from its

monopoly state capitalist form to amore plural-

istic capitalism. Let us consider some of these

costly freedoms thatwe ofthe "free world"hold

oh so dearly.

Movement That's a good one to start with.

To travel the world aboard a ship is a dream of

this writer. Far from free (as in free-dom), the

cost of a world cruise is too high for my flat

wallet.

Ah, but freedom has its cost, you see. To
meet that cost, one must accumulate enough
money. For the overwhelming majority of

people, that means selling one's mental and

physical energies to an employer for an amount
of money less than the value you produce. So

to exercise even this elementary freedom of

movement, one must sufficiently enslave one-

self in a market ofwage labor, where the longer

chain is represented by a bigger paycheck.

Once that chain (paycheck) is stretched to its

fullest extent, then you've reached the limit of

your freedom.

This is truenotonly ofworld cruises; but also

ofplane, train, bus and taxi rides. Whether they

are ownedby private companies or the state (so-

called representative of the people), it is the

same story. No money—no ticket—no access

to freedom of movement. Cars, motorcycles,

bicycles have their cost as well.

Apart from walking barefoot, to exercise any

freedom of movement will definitely cost you.

A top-notch pair of sneakers can exceed a

week's wages nowadays. How free can such a

person be? How many of you reading this can

jus t take offon aworld cruise whenyou feel like

it? You do want to see the rest of the world

firsthand, don't you?

This is a free society, isn't it? The cost.

That's the catch of our illusionary freedoms.

This freedom of movement is in capitalism

nothing more than an experience converted into

a commodity to be bought and sold on an

international market. This insidious social

mechanism of buying and selling permeates

everything every aspect of our lives. Tainting,

distorting every height of free we aspire to

reach.

A pure, lofty freedom can only be reached in

a world of no buying and selling. Where pro-

duction is under democratic control for direct

use, with all goods and services being freely

distributedto suiteveryone's self-definedneeds.

Li a word, socialism.

While nothing else in this society is free, you
still have a will to make choices. You can either

content yourself to struggle for a little more
loose change. Oryou can struggle to breakyour

chains. In the words ofKarl Marx, "Workers of

the world, unite! You have only your chains to

lose and a world to win!"

To that end, we socialists suggest a daring

social travel arrangement. Reserve yourself a

seat in the World SocialistMovement today. It

can be your passage to a world of unprece-

dented freedom.

—WJ Lawrimore

is thathumans have only developed as much as

we have because we are capable of intelligent

cooperation and adaptation to our environment.

Workers have spent a long time sneering at

themselves in the hope thatcynicism will extin-

guish the threat of freedom. As Erich Fromm
pointed out, we have been conditioned to have

a "fear offreedom". It is the fear, upheld by the

sigh which is a sneer, which stands between the

misery of the profit system and the hope ofhow
we could live as friends in a world of common
ownership and democratic control of all re-

sources.

So, next time a socialist talks to you about the

misery ofcapitalism, feel free to tell us that you

are as free as can be or that a moneyless,

wageless, stateless world is aUtopiandream. (It

is true that you can't any longer tell us to "go

back to Russia".) Feel free to sneer. But re-

member, the sneer is the sign ofacquiescence to

oppression. It is the signal to your bosses to

keep on doing to you what makes you feel

frustrated and deprived. It is a collective cry of

insecure revulsion at the thought that the free-

dom of a decent and rational society is within

your grasp. It is the sneer that kills, because it

gives to the class which puts profit before life

the assent that it needs. Yes, feel free to ignore

these socialist fools; but better still, feel confi-

dentenough to considerwhatwe are proposing,

—Steve Coleman
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NEWS FROM THE
NEW WORLD
Imagine no possessions...

"DE-ENTERPRISING"
SOCIETY

Enterprises Abolished; Greens
Predict Economic Chaos

(UPI) Green PresidentDaniela ("TheRed")

Rifkin vowed today she willdo everything in

her power to veto legislation passed by So-

cialists in both theHouseandthe Senate last

week declaring employment illegal

"The result is certain to bring economic

chaos", she stated at an emergency press

conference held late this morning. "We
cannotaffordto hobble an economy already
overburdened with unemployables whom we
are unable to feed or shelter by measures

like this".

Sheadded: "The market is indispensable,

and tinkering with its stability can only end

in disaster. I willnotstandby idlyandsimply

look on as workersflout their employers by

comingto work wheneverandwhereverthey
damned wellplease". She also charged the

policies ofthe Workers' Agitation to Reor-

ganize the Total System, which claims

membership in every major workplace, with

being instigated By "dangerously confused

hooligans".

She had especially harsh words for the

law'sprovision stripping enterprisesoftheir

right to refuse goods and services to non-

paying customers. "The potentialfor de-

capitalizing marketsand losing ourshare of
the international competition atsuch a criti-

cal time is nothing short of hair-raising",

she stated.

Of course, none of this has actually

happened yef. Some of it may sound famil-

iar; some of it decidedly does not. Now
that the Red flag seems likely to be sup-

planted by a Green(ish) one, the burden of

defending employers* interests will proba-

bly be shifted onto more acceptable shoul-

ders. Meanwhile, the question continues

not to be asked, "Is employment of any

kind compatible with ecological balance?"

For it is ultimately the pursuit ofprofit that

lays the environment waste, and capitalism

cannot function without the institutions of

wages and profits.

What would be the environmental im-

pact of de-enterprising society? Since

"employment'* means surrendering your

time and energy to someone else to get

money from them, an enterprise is—from

the standpoint offree social time—a place

of captivity. Historically, it came into

existence as capital evolved into the basis

for all production.

"Capitalizing production" means taking

the power to dispose of resources needed

for producing wealth out of the hands of

non-capitalists; the terms Marx used for

this were "monopolizing social produc-

tion" and "primitive accumulation". The
non-capitalists are absorbed into the ranks

of employees (or become unemployed),

while the capitalists become the owners of

theenterprises whichemploymanyofthem.
The ability of the employers to deny

their employees (and the unemployed in

general) access to life-sustaining resources

points to an obvious imbalance in human
social life, which has been given the name
of"domination". Murray Bookchin points

out in his essay, "Ecology and Revolution-

ary Thought" that "the notion that man
mustdominatenatureemerges directly from

the domination of man by man" (Post-

ScarcityAnarchism, Ramparts Press, 1971;

p 63). "The plundering of the human spirit

by the marketplace", he continues, "is

paralleled by the plundering ofthe earthby

capital".

Because capitalist production rests on

value accumulated out of the unpaid labor

of the workers (surplus to their living re-

quirements, as determined by their em-

ployers), enterprises mustgrow or lose out

to their competitors. Is there infinite room
on the planet Earth for enterprises to

"grow"? The quick answer is no:

A tendency to unlimited economic growth

is built-in to capitalism because what is

being produced is precisely not physical

wealthassuch butabstract exchange-value.

The accumulation of exchange-value en-

tails an accumulation of physical means of

production and therefore also an extrac-

tion and transformation of materials from
nature on an increasing scale. (Ecology

and Socialism, p 21)

EMPLOYMENT IS THE
ENEMY

Thus, employment (work for pay), the

underpinning of the whole worldeconomy
based on the operations of enterprises, is

by its nature the enemy of all things human
and non-human. The largest enterprises

are the most disruptive, and enterprises

have to grow. The only solution, ulti-

mately, is to de-enterprise society:

Ifhuman society is to be able to organise its

production in an ecologically acceptable

way, then it must abolish the capitalist

economic mechanism of profit accumula-

tion and gear production instead to the

direct satisfaction of needs. {Ecology and
Socialism, p 27)

What does this entail socially and eco-

nomically? Capital is no longer used to

measure or determine any part of the pro-

duction process. This includes the capital

needed to pay wages and salaries. Wage

and salary earners thus work tor nothing.

Had they gotten paid a money wage (or

even paid in kind), theywould have had the

money to go out and buy the things they

needed, once they got "paid". But if they

don't get paid to support themselves, nei-

ther do the places where they would other-

wise have spent themoney. Consequently,

these places of business cannot charge for

goods and services anymore.

CAPITAL MUSTGO
The fact that no one is obliged to work

for pay has, therefore, the following impli-

cations:

• Society produces only as much wealth,

in principle, as its members indicate they

need. In a setting of relatively high

mechanization of the production (and

even theconsumption) process, relatively

few people are needed to produce wealth

and oversee its distribution. At any

given time, there will only be a certain

percentage of the eligible population

working ("doing business").

• The percentage of people who are not

busy under these conditions is relatively

higher than in capitalist society. This

means, on the one hand, that die non-

busy people can choose to work at a

theoretically unlimited variety of occu-

pations, subject largely to skill require-

ments and production schedules. (They

can also just "work" at having fun.) It

also means, on the other hand, that work
sites tend tohavean increased workforce

turnover each day and a higher turnover

rate in general. Time spent by individu-

als doing business declines to a mini-

mum, on the average, for each place of

business.

• Since each member of the "workforce"

(the "busy" population) can be more
selective in choosing where to work,

negotiating work schedules becomes a

mutual arrangement for finding or mak-

ing time for socially necessary activities.

Conversely, work sites—as distinct

places ofbusiness—tend tobecomeboth

restricted to the locations which people

find acceptable and diffused more ran-

domly across wide regions (based also

on considerations of distributing the

product, access to raw materials and so

on).

It is precisely this sort of economy that

would be required to fulfil Bookchin's

vision of an interlinked network of decen-

tralized local, "eco-friendly" communities

spanning the world's continents. By purg-

ing the demon of class exploitation from its

collective psyche, society can again be-

come powerless to destroy its own sur-

roundings; since employment (as the base

condition of enterprise) is incompatible

with a system ofproduction catering to the

enjoyment of life, and "life" is simply the

part of nature which corresponds to human
existence.

—AR
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Abortion, choice and
free access
Abortion is probably the most contro-

versial issue in the United States today.

The battle lines are sharply drawn between
those who feel it is always wrong to kill a

"pre-born" fetus, and those who feel that

under certain circumstances abortion is

justified. Although a clear majority of

Americans think abortion should remain

legal, theright ofwomen—especially poor

women—to terminate an unplanned preg-

nancy is in jeopardy.

How much ofthe abortion controversy is

a result of capitalism? Will it still remain

an issue in a socialist world?

Under capitalism, rich women have

always been able safely to terminate an

inconvenient pregnancy. It has been the

poor who were driven to endanger their

fertility and often their lives as well. But
historically, there have always

been some women,rich andpoor,

who wanted abortion to be avail-

able: not all pregnant women
want to be mothers. Christian

churches have from time to time

stated that a fetus is only "en-

souled" when the mother accepts

the pregnancy in her heart.

Half of Americans polled in

1985 believed that abortion is not

a question ofright and wrong. A
majority rejected the idea that

abortion is immoral. 1

What is morality ?
What, after all, is morality? Socialists

reject the idea ofabsolute moral values that

exist in a vacuum. Morals vary from cul-

ture to culture, reflecting the material needs

of society at a given time.

Human sacrifice feels "wrong" to most

of us today, but there have been cultures

where it was "right".

Infanticide too has been moral. In vari-

ous Eskimo tribes, infanticide of girl ba-

bies was routinely practised in times of

want, along with the voluntary deaths of

the old, who would walk out onto the ice

when they realized their continued lives

would place too great a burden on the rest

of the community. The survival of the

entire tribe, in this situation, depended on
its numbers being no greater than the avail-

able food supply could support.

Probably most of us would agree that in

such a situation, abortion would be prefer-

able to infanticide (if such a choice had to

be made for survival).

Of course, fortunately, we are not living

in such a situation: on a planet-wide basis,

there is no real danger that our numbers are

too great for the food supply. In spite of

Malthus' warning, the reason people are

hungry today is not for lack of food. The

United States government actually pays

farmers not to produce food; there are sur-

pluses that can't be sold as it is. The
problem is thatfood (likeeverything else in

a capitalist society) is a commodity that

you need money to get.

Permanent underclass
No, unliketheEskimos, our society could

feed everyone all the time. It is the capital-

ist system that has created a permanent

underclass who are only marginally able to

get enough to eat, who must rely on the

WIC program and food stamps to get then-

food, and so be routinely humiliated in a

country whose farms could, in a sane soci-

ety, produce enough to feed a population

even larger than the one we have now.

Aside from the question of food supply,

however, it's hard to avoid the conclusion

that our planet (under capitalism) is over-

crowded—from the standpoint of having

enough resources to guarantee everyone

an optimally comfortable and enjoyable

existence. But capitalism cannot afford

the cost thatallowingpeople to decidetheir

own numbers would represent. And so, as

the human population approaches six bil-

lions, our waste pollutes the whole world,

largely because its ecologically appropri-

ate disposal would cut into profits.
2

In the same fashion, our numbers, under

the happy-go-lucky leadership of the capi-

talist class, have directly or indirectly given

rise to the greenhouse effect, holes in the

ozone layer and the disappearance of habi-

tats needed by many species who used to

share the planet with us. And the United

States, although its population represents

only 5% of the world's people, uses up

about 33% of the world's flow of nonre-

newable resources. The one thing the

world definitely does not need more of is

people—not if they are to be divided into

capitalists and wage-slaves. One might be

tempted to argue that while infanticide is

"bad" and abortion somewhat "less bad",

neither of them is as bad for the planet as

increasing and multiplying under the irra-

tional stimulus ofthe marketplace! Capital

will not allow us to control ourselves.

* * *

Our feelings about "right" and "wrong",

however, are basedon a long tradition. For

most of human history, the more there

were of us, the better off we all would be.

That is why fertility is such a high value in

all human cultures.

Fertility rites are a part of many relig-

ions. The first commandment in the Bible

is to "be fruitful and multiply", which ex-

presses an idea so deeply ingrained in us

thateven thoughweknow theworlddoesn't

need more people, we still feel we can only

live up to society's expectations if we
marry and have children. Infertile couples

go through hell because society's expecta-

tions are so strong on this subject. "The
only way a woman can be truly fulfilled is

to be a mother".

We have to get over this way of looking

at things. We have to let our attitudes and

values—our *'morality"—catch up with the
way the world really is. We
don't need more babies. We do

need a better quality of life for

everyone. "We", unfortunately,

are not allowed to make those

decisions under capitalism; the

ways we can look at things

remain dominatedby conditions

generated out of the profit syn-

drome.

Birth control
One of the major differences

between human beings and the

rest of the animal kingdom is the

human ability to separate sex

from reproduction. Almost all other ani-

mals are moved to mate only when the

female is in heat, when it is desirable that

offspring result from the mating;

Human beings are different in that we
mate for many reasons: to affirm or reaf-

firm a love relationship, to build self-es-

teem, to make babies, or simply for sensual

pleasure. (No other animal seems to mate
for pleasure alone, a fact which makes the

Christian labelling of carnal pleasures as

"animal" rather ironic.)

We are at our mosthuman when we give

ourselves permission to enjoy physical in-

timacy without the possibility of preg-

nancy resulting. Dogs and cats, cattle and
birdshavenouseforcontraception. (When
we spay or neuter our pets, they haveno sex
drive left after the possibility of reproduc-

tion is gone.) To enjoy intimacy, and to

express intimacy through sexual inter-

course, is uniquely human. There is no rea-

son to think that in a society of free choice

such as socialism, people will be less sex-

ual than they have been in the past. But it

is imperative that we separate sexual free-

dom from the necessity of contributing to

the population explosion!

Presently, the Right to Life movement,
which opposes abortion on demand, op-
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poses contraception just as vehemently.

But it should be obvious that the need for

abortion is lessened by the use of birth

control. Only one American company,

Ortho Pharmaceuticals, is currently en-

gagedin any new research in contraceptive

technology. In a socialist world, where

money is noobject (literally), we can expect

that more research effort will result in

better birth control.

Planning pregnancies

Even in the absence ofmajoradvances in

contraceptive technology, one would ex-

pect that in a socialist society better access

to information about sexuality would lead

to fewer unplanned pregnancies and there-

fore less need for abortion than exists in

society today.

Probably the most common reason for a

woman to want an abortion in capitalist

society is—either directly or indirectly-

financial: a baby would interfere with her

education and so limit her career choices,

or it would make it impossible for her to

work; or she doesn't want to be dragged

into the Welfare system—or she realizes

there is only enough money to care for and

educate the children she already has.

We have no crystal ball that can show us

the shape of the new society. But clearly,

awoman who really wants ababy but feels

such tremendous financial pressure that

she can't see her way clear to bring it to

birth, will feelno suchpressure inamoney-

less, classless society, where she would

have free access to everything she wanted

for both herself and her children.

Perhaps a natural outgrowth ofcommu-

nal decision-making aboutproduction will

be a sense that children belong to thewhole

community,3 so that even a woman (or

young girl) who felt unready to take on the

responsibilities of motherhood would be

assured of her child's well-being if she

found herself pregnant.

But inevitably, in any society, there are

bound to be some circumstances, for some

women, where pregnancy itself represents

too much of a burden: an unplanned preg-

nancy fraught with nausea and fatigue at a

time when the woman needs to be at her

best for some other project. In this situ-

ation, in a sane society, she would certainly

be free to seek the assistance of a midwife

or a doctor to terminate the unwanted preg-

nancy, without the shame, guilt, or over-

whelming expense that such a decision can

lead to today.

In a socialist society, there will be true

freedom of choice, not the hollow freedom

of capitalist society, where all our choices

are bound by economic necessity. The

legal framework of capitalism will be ir-

relevant in the new society. Abortion will

no longer be a matter to be regulated by

The audit by the UjS. accounting firm Price

Waterhouse said officials in India's Roman
Catholic Church, which receives about $25

million in American food each year, drew up

bogus lists offood recipients and used donations

to run businesses.

Clergy also purposely exaggerated the amount

of aid they distributed and filed false reports to

hide the abuses, the audit said. [Associated

Press 5/25/90]

How about that!? You notice, incidentally,

that the auditdoes not accuse the RomanCatho-

lic clergy of theft. You see, misusing vital

resources for personal profit while millions

starve, falsifying one's effectiveness in dealing

with life and death problems, then trying to

coverup the whole canofworms—even as they

gnaw their way through human corpses—is a

common practice under capitalism. Not an of-

ficial crime.

There are self-styled "radical" progressives

who would say that this shows you can't trust

philanthropic individuals or institutions to alle-

viate world poverty. What must be done is to

divide all the money equally, and everybody

will be equal...socialism at last!

"Sensible" conservatives
At the other extreme from this monetary

view of equality are your self-styled "sensible"

conservatives. They would have you believe

that the AP clip proves equality is impossible.

No matter how you try to divide up money,

humannature and greed willprevail. There will

always be individuals who are more clever and

cunning than the rest That in fact, too much
effort is being spent on "equalizing" everyone,

holding back the "dynamic" ones—thus lead-

ing to an overall greater poverty ! Whatmustbe

done is to reduce the equality burdens on the

wealthy so they can create a wealthier world for

us all! Most people gravitate towards one or the

other ends of these two monetary extremes.

Both positions have a superficial degree of

truth in them, but that's it. They both lack a

fundamental understanding ofwhat wealth and

human nature are and, certainly, even of what

equality is. Genuine socialists view these two

extremes as duelling banjoes of ignorance,

misleading the working class of the world into

being slaves to the cruel reign of King Kapital.

law,butratherbythegoodmoraljudgment

of the woman involved.

—KEllenbogen

1. "Questions and Answers about Abortion" (1986),

Planned Parenthood League of Massachusetts; p 19.

2. Two billion in mid-1987 and currently growing at

a rate of 1.73% per year. Contraceptive Technology

1988-1989, 14th Rev. Ed., R.A. Hatcher, M.D.etal.;

New Yoik: Irvington Publishers, Inc; p 125. 3, See

the SPGB pamphlet "Women and Socialism", p. 5.

Listen, if you will, to a third tune. One of true

freedom and equality.

There is an inevitable polarization of wealth

in capitalism. It is an objective fact that pres-

ently in our world, there exist those who own

the systems of production but do not labor in

them. And there are those who labor in these

same systems of production but do not own

them, with the former dependent on the mental

and physical energies of the latter for the source

of their "good life". Therefore everyone could

not possibly belong to the owning/ruling

class .. .under capitalism. Someone has to work

to make another rich. Equality is a futile,

economically impossible dream—under capi-

talism.

To play into and strengthen these trends is

only to compound human misery and poverty

and raise them to new plateaux of horror. In

what era but the present capitalist era have we

witnessed over 10,000 people dying daily of

malnutrition and related diseases while farmers

are paid not to grow food—or destroy food they

have grown? Exacerbating present problems is

no solution to those problems but will only

create greater ones.

What we are talking about is not capitalism

equalized but real socialism. This myth that an

equalized capitalism = socialism is a Leninist

one. Equal pay for everyone, with full employ-

ment, is a misconception of socialism that has

thwarted working-class efforts for nearly a

century now. Before Lenin, none other than

George Bernard Shaw, along with the British

Labor Party, held this backwardview that itwas

possible to equalize capitalism. A hopeless

contradiction in terms.

You get what you want
Genuine socialism will be a world in which

production is not limited by markets of capital

accumulation. Production will be under the

control of a democratic process and will be

geared to meet human needs. (And we view a

balanced, ecologically sound environment as

part of meeting human needs, by the way.)

Furthermore access to this wealth will be free

and unrestricted! To put it simply, you getwhat

you wantwhenyou want it. Unfettered produc-

tion guided by a democratic process will make

this feasible.

We can evennow imagine that everyone will

not have symmetric tastes. There will be room

for all existing tastes, plus some we now can't

imagine in our present, limited capitalist soci-

ety. Though everyone's possessions will not be

symmetric, everyone will nonetheless be equal

in terms of their access to the wealth produced.

A difference in possessions will be the result of

individualpreferences and not of opportunity to

obtain those possessions. Naturally, such a

setup will entail the abolition of the basis for all

monetary systems—not dividing money up.

With no more buying and selling, a con man

really would not know where to start. The

confidence trick is a struggle against a limited

society—capitalism. In an infinite society,

socialism, terms like "getting ahead", "leading

the pack" and "beating the system" will be

echoes of a forgotten prehistory.

—WJ Lawrimore
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ses pollution

Us or Them?
Some Greens—this could even be de-

scribed as the mainstream view—argue

thatpollution and environmental stress are

caused by "us" consuming "too much",

either because we are too greedy and mate-

rialistic or because there are too many of

us. This analysis suggests its own solution:

we must learn to live with less, as David

Suzuki put it in a Canadian radio broadcast

last year. This analysis—and the solution

it implies—are both wrong, as they are

based on the fundamental fallacy that the

present economic system is geared to

meeting needs, whereas in fact it is geared

to profit-making.

* There is of course a market for consumer
goods, and a section of industry is geared to

catering for this market, but this is not to say that

is the driving force of the capitalist economy

—

whose driving force (from which in fact its

name is derived) is the accumulation of capital,

i.e, the accumulation of more and more value

invested in capital equipment. The source of

funds for this capital investment is profits, or

the value added in the course ofproduction over

and above what has to be paid out as wages and

salaries.

• Since the capital is accumulated out of

reinvested profits, and since profits are a sur-

plus over and above wages and salaries, it is

easy to see why the satisfaction of the market

for consumer goods is not, and cannot be, the

main driving force of the economy. Despite the

fact that the market for consumer goods is made
up overwhelmingly ofwage and salary workers

spending their earnings (thoughnotexclusively,

since a portion of profits are also spent on con-

sumption), it is the aim of capitalist production

to limit wages and salaries to the level needed to

maintain the workforce in a state of productive

efficiency. In a capitalist economy priority

always has to be given to investment over con-

sumption. Theaimofcapitalistproductionis to

maximize investment, not consumption.

Too much consumption?
This is why it is quite wrong—indeed, quite

impertinent—to attribute environmental stress

to us consuming too much.

Some ofthe figures quoted

in this connection border

on the dishonest. One
which is frequently quoted

is how much energy and

raw materials each person

in a developed capitalist

country like Canada,
America or Britain con-

sumes (usually compared
with someone in an unde-

velopedcapitalistcountry)

.

This figure is reached by

% simply dividing the total

amount of energy and raw

materials consumed in that countryby its popu-

lation. This figure may have some statistical

uses, but as evidence for concluding that we, as

individuals, are consuming too much, it is quite

invalid, as it is attributing to us as individuals

what in fact is used not by us, but by capitalist

industry (as well as by the military and by the

rich).

Some of these industries will be producing

goods thatwe consume as individuals, butmost
will be producing materials and equipment for

other industries. A fair figure of what we con-

sumed on average per capita could be worked
out, and those who wanted to might draw the

conclusion that it was too much (though as

Socialists we would expect it to show the oppo-

site: thatmany people are suffering from mate-

rial poverty, i.e, are not consuming enough). In

any event, the figures would be well below
those that are frequently bandied about today.

Rearranging the problem
If personal overconsumption is not respon-

sible for environmental stress today, it is clear

that cutting back on our personal consumption

is not going to make much difference in this

respect. Even if we did all the things here that

we are told to do by some Greens, all this would
amount to would be a change in the pattern of

market demand for consumer goods—which
capitalist firms would be able to adapt to, as

they already have to a certain extent, with the

supermarket chains jumping on the Green
bandwagon in a big way with organic fruit and

vegetable sections, ozone-friendly aerosols,

recycled toilet paper, etc. It is not even too

farfetched to imagine McDonalds switching to

veggie-burgers, leaving Greens to complain

about the tropical rainforests being cut down to

grow soybeans instead ofto raise cattle forham-
burgers!

In any event, as we have seen, the market for

consumergoods is only a subordinate one within

capitalism, so the rest of the economy would go
on as before, accumulating more and more
capital and consuming more and more energy

and resources to do so. Insofar as we actually

cutbackon overall consumption levels, c apital-

ist industry would be very pleased, as this

would be to achieve what they (and the govern-

ments which run things in their interests) are

seeking to achieve all the time: to reduce the

share of consumption in the gross national

product (GNP) so as to make more funds avail-

able for investment. So the energy and materi-

als we saved could well endup being consumed
instead by capitalist industry.

Certainly, this is not at all the intention of

Greens like David Suzuki, who say we must

learn to live with less. Nevertheless, in saying

things like this, they are aiding capitalist indus-

try to restrict consumption in the interests of

investment. The Greens most definitely do

have a case about the real threat that exists to the

environment and indeed to the whole ecosys-

tem, but they are ruining their case by adding

their voices to those of politicians, employers

and churchpeople who have long preached

austerity and belt-tightening to wage and salary

earners. It is notwe who are responsible for the

crisis of the environment but the capitalist sys-

tem, in which priority must always be given to

profits and profit-making over all other consid-

erations, including protecting the environment

and respecting the laws of ecology.

A more far-reaching change
To be quite fair, a lot of Greens do recognize

the limitations of"Green consumerism" and do

see that a more far-reaching change is required

than merely changing our consumption habits.

In his broadcast, Suzuki spoke of the need for a

"fundamental change in our value system" and

a "radical change in the way we think". And in

an article in the Vancouver Sun (September 9,

1989) he wrote:

Economic growth has become an end in

itself, a mindless goal that is sought by every

country in the world and the very measure of

progress ... Ifwe genuinely mean itwhenwe say

we want to leave something for our children and

future generations, we have to abandon this in-

sane notion of the critical necessity of growth.

This approach, though more radical, is still

hopelessly idealist. As materialists, Socialists

know that the value system, ethics, morality,

etc., prevailing at any one time is essentially a

reflection of underlying economic reality

—

which, at present is one geared precisely to

economic growth in the form of capital accu-

mulation. Growth is not an aberration of the

existing economic system; it is its essence.

Capitalism is growth, capital accumulation.

"Growth" is the dominant ethic today because

this is a reflection, on the plane of morality, of

the economic system. To stop "blind economic

growth", more is required thanmere preaching,

mere appeals for a new ethic, a new value-

system and so on. What is required is a change

of economic system away from one geared to

accumulating capital out of profits.

The market economy must be completely

abolished. Instead, there must be production

purely and simply to meet human needs. Pro-

duction for use must replace production for

profit. With production geared to meeting

needs, we are obviously going to ensure that the

air we breathe, the water we drink and the food

we eat are good for us. So we are only going to

employ those materials and those methods of

production that are compatible with nature and

its cycles. Socialism is the only framework

within which the ecological crisis can be solved

once and for all.

—ALB (SPGB)
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YOU SAID IT

Our Masters' Voice

PRETORIA'S BIG STICK
There is a good reason why politics (as

well as patriotism) is the last refuge of a

scoundrel : the class struggle is a nasty

game that's played for keeps. The class

struggle in South Africa has begun to take

another typically nasty turn since the be-

ginning ofthis year. Not so long before she

left office, Ms. Thatcher—the scoundrel

who 12 years ago arranged the Lancaster

House negotiations that turned "Rhodesia/

Zimbabwe" into "Zimbabwe" without

singeing the hair ofa single white settler

—

issued yet another gooey pronouncement:

We believe in carrots as well as sticks, and

they've had plenty of the latter. They
should now have some of the former.

[Atlanta Journal& Constitution 2/3/90]

"They" are the Afrikaner scoundrelswho
engineered the superstructure ofapartheid.

Ms. Thatcher's shipment of "carrots" (the

lifting of sanctions) will not arrive late for

such an important date; they are intended

to rescue capitalism's Apartheid Division

before the African National Congress

(ANC), acting as the vanguard of the

marketplace, manages to shut it down.

Nelson Mandela's recentpalm-strewn ride

into the heartlands of industrial capitalism

was enough to make you think nobody any

longerhas any interest in maintaining apart-

heid. But it is merely another case of the

military solution having proven counter-

productive . . .According to Dennis Brutus,

exiled from South Africa since 1966,

Both the

Bush gov-

ernment and
the Thatcher govel

ment are interested in

laxing sanctions. ...That is

strategy—that externally the sup

port that was taken away will be given

back to apartheid. But you have to couple X

that with an internal strategy: de Klerk

knew he could not get the external action

unless he had some internal action. And
internal action was to say, "Hey, folks,

from [now] on I believe in democracy"

And once he did that he gave Bush ana!

Thatcher the excuse to say, "Hey, look hbw
that guy has changed". [Z Magazine, June

1990)

In strong contrast to his bandwagon

reception in the United States—which

reached cult-of-personality proportions

—

Mandela is actually being used (according

to Brutus) to maneuver the ANC into a

blind alley. Mangosuthu Buthelezi, head

of Inkatha, the Zulu organization which

considers itself the ANC's rival and which

pursues (with the connivance ofPretoria) a
''black nationalist" rapprochementwith the

apartheid state, is gettinga media build-up,

even as the legalized, "Marxist" ANC is

touted as out of step with the times.

South Africa's Finance Minister Barend

Du Plessis pulled off the velvet gloves at a

February news briefing where

he and other ministers... said the collapse

of Communist governments in Eastern

Europe has given the South African gov-

ernment a window of opportunity to legal-

ize the ANC, then seek to discredit its

Marxist ideology with the public. [Atlanta

Journal& Constitution 2/9/90]

And what made this "window of oppor-

tunity" so attractive? Brutus argues:

One of the curious things happening in the

United States and West Germany, proba-

bly Japan and England, is a notion that

they are going to find somuch cheap labor,

skilled, cheap labor in Eastern Europe,

that the smart thing is to invest in indus-

trial expansion in Eastern Europe or even

get cheap Eastern European labor to come
to the West. But that investment in the

third world, whether in Asia, Africa or

Latin America, may dry up significantly,

while capital is transferred to Eastern

Europe. [Z Magazine, June 1990]

However, this transfer of capital will

probably help to keep South African capi-

tal in its present relatively depressed con-

dition—the market will end up accom-

plishing what sanctions could not. This

does not mean the ANC will be able to

benefit from the misfortunes of its com-

petitor (the governing coalition of Anglo-

Saxon and ^ Afrikaner capital-

ists). The/ Jtk/7' reason wnY
the Eastern European
"window of opportu-

nity" ?
opened

up to the multinationals in the first place is

the same reason why aid to the ANC from

those countries has dried up; i.e., their

Leninist governments have crumbled into

dust. Capital always flows to where the

wages are lower, the workers less organ-

ized and the markets more open.

Apartheid meanwhile remains an ulti-

mate straightjacket on economic expan-

sion. Buthelezi's Inkatha represents a

puppet opposition which can be used to

Balkanize the nonwhite majority. The

ANC, which fancies itself an anticapitalist

organization, is an authentic opposition

force—it really could replace the apartheid

regime with a more homogeneous form of

exploitation; whereas Inkatha is a creature

of the apartheid system.

A post-apartheid regime will still be

confronted with the same pressures tokeep

wages down and profits up. Because it

cultivates a mystique of radicalism and

acts as a political umbrella for the black

trade unions, the ANC could actually de-

liver the profits once in power. Of course

it has to pursue nationalization ofthe major

industries; announcing it intended to par-

cel out pieces of the economy to individu-

als would generate divisions that would

tear it apart before it ever took over.

In a Cape Town speech made shortly

after his release from prison, Nelson

Mandela had to contend with bloodily

repressed street rioting even as he was

reassuring whites that the ANC would not

pursue a policy of revenge in office.

"I hope you will disperse with dignity", he

said at the end of an evening marred by

clashes between looters and police. "Not a

single one of you should do anything that

willmake other people saywe can ' t control

our own people". [Atlanta Journal &
Constitution, 2/12/90]

That control, needless to say, will con-

tinue to be imposed in a nonracial econ-

omy. TheANC message to wage slaves of

all skin colors now is "one person, one

vote"; but that message will inevitably be

transformed into "Don't ask for too much

too soon, especially not now". For that,

simply put, is the only way anyone can

administer an economy. The black major-

ity doesn't actually have a stake in trickle-

down economics; though a bigger pie with

a more even slicing of the available job-

portions is arguably an improvement over

the irrational partitions set upby apartheid.

In the meantime, the jury is still out on

the really big question—Would anyone

like to try their hand at abolishing the

wages system in South Africa now, rather

than just apartheid?

—Ron Elbert



lillilil a socialist?

Membership in the World Socialist

Party of the United States requires an

understanding ofand agreement with

what we consider to be the basics of

scientific socialism* We have always

been convinced that a worldwide sys-

tem based upon production for use,

rather than for sale on a market, re-

quires that a majority of the popula-

tion be socialist in attitude. Events

since the establishment of the World
Socialist Movement have, we main-

tain, proved the validity of this judg-

ment. In our opinion, if you agree,

generally, with the following state-

ments, you are a socialist and belong

with us.

/. Capitalism, even with reforms, can-

notfunction in the interests of the work-

ing class. Capitalism, by its very nature,

requires continual "reforms"; yet reforms

cannot alter the basic relationship ofwage-

labor an&capital and would not be consid-

ered, to begin with, if their legislation

would lead to disturbing this relationship.

Reforms, in other words, are designed to

makecapitalismmorepalatable to the work-

ing class by holding out the false hopeofan

improvement in their condition. To what-

ever extent they afford improvement, re-

forms benefit the capitalist class, not the

working class.

2. To establish socialism the working

class mustfirstgain controlofthepowers

ofgovernment through theirpolitical or-

ganization. It is by virtue of its control of

state power that the capitalist class is able

to perpetuate its system. Statepower gives

control of the main avenues of education

and propaganda—either directly or indi-

rectly—and of the armed forces that fre-

quently and efficiently crush ill-conceived

working class attempts at violent opposi-

tion. The one way it is possible in a highly

developed capitalism to oust the capitalist

class from its ownership and control over

the means ofproduction and distribution is

to first strip it of its control over the state.

Once this is accomplished the state will

be converted from a government over

people to an administration ofcommunity

affairs (both locally and on a world scale).

The World Socialist Party of the United

States advocates the ballot, and no other

method, as a means of abolishing capital-

ism.

3. Members of the World Socialist

Party do not support—either directly or

indirectly—members ofany other politi-

calparty. It is always possible, even if dif-

ficult in some instances, to vote for world

socialism by writing in the name of the

Party and a member for a particular legis-

lative office. Our main task, however, is to

make socialists and not to advocate use of

the ballot for anything short of socialism.

4. The World SocialistParty rejects the

theory of leadership. Neither individual

"great" personalities nor "revolutionary

vanguards" can bring the world one day

closer to socialism. The emancipation of

the working class "must be the work of the

working class itself." Educators to explain

socialism, yes! Administrators to carry out

the will of the majority of the membership,

yes! But leaders or "vanguards," never!

5. There is an irreconcilable conflict

between scientific socialism and religion.

Socialists reject religion for two main rea-

sons:

(a) Religion divides the universe into

spiritual and physical realms, and all relig-

ions offer their adherents relief from their

earthly problems through some form of

appeal to the spiritual. Socialists see the

cause of the problems that wrack human
society as material and political. We see

the solution as one involving material and

political, not spiritual, means.

(b) Religions ally themselves with the

institutions of class society. Particular

religious organizations and leaders may,

and frequently do, rebel against what they

deem injustice, even suffering imprison-

ment and worse for their efforts. But they

seek their solutions within the framework

ofthe system socialistsaim to abolish. One
cannot understand the development of

social evolution by resorting to religious

ideas.

6. The system of society formerly in

effectinRussia, China andallofthe other

so-called socialist or communist coun-

tries was state capitalism. Goods and

services, in thosecountries, as in avowedly

capitalist lands, were always produced for

sale on a market with a view to profit and

not, primarily, for use. The placing of

industry under the control of the state in no

way alters the basic relationships of wage

labor and capital. The working class re-

mains a class ofwage slaves. The class that

controls the stateremains a parasitical, sur-

plus-value eating class.

7. Trade unionism is the means by

which wage workers organize to "bargain

collectively" in order that they might sell

theirlaborpowerat the bestpossibleprice
and to try to improve working conditions.

Theunorganizedhavenoeconomicweapon

with which to resist the attempts of capital

to beat down their standards. But unions

must work within the framework of capi-

talism. They are useful, then, to but a

limited extent. They can do nothing to-

ward lessening unemployment, for ex-

ample.

In fact, they encourage employers to

introduce more efficient methods in order

to overcome added costs of higher wages

and thereby hasten and increase unem-

ployment. More and more the tendency of

industry is toward a greater mass of pro-

duction with fewer employees. Unions

must, by their very nature, encourage such

development although they arealsoknown,

occasionally, to resist this natural trend

through what employers like to call "feath-

erbedding." As Marx put it: instead of the

conservative motto, "a fair day's pay for a

fair day's work," the workers ought to

inscribe upon theirbanner "abolition ofthe

wages system."

Ifyouagree, generally, with

from you?

atBox405, Boston,MA 02272

or callm !617) 628-9096*
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THE AUTOMOBILE WALL
Capitalism has built a new Great Wall,

dwarfing in its ambition anything the

imperial Chinese could ever have dreamt

of: the Automobile Wall. Oneofthe major

factors in disrupting theuseofurban spaces

for casual assemblies and spontaneous

communication has been the rise in motor

vehicle traffic since the second world war.

There are more roads, more cars, trucks

and buses, and more noise. Outdoor meet-

ings have become a rarity. The street has

been rendered a difficult milieu in which to

communicate ideas in public.

Automobiles in and of themselves also

deprive their users of the opportunity to

communicate: the more driving people do

singly or in pairs, the less time they can

devote to communicating with others. Not

much better can be said of mass transpor-

tation, where communication becomes

reduced to (at best) immediate personal

contact

Paralleling this shrinkage of urban

communicating space is the growth of the

mass media: first the press (now become

"print media"), then radio and television

(the"broadcastmedia"). Ontopofthat has

come a proliferation of other, more "per-

sonal" media: tapes, records and compact

discs, videotape, etc. Media intrusion into

time not spent in employment or sleep has

grown by leaps and bounds. As the mass

media have diversified technologically,

they have also become more concentrated

sociologically, as investor-owned enter-

prises integrated into the world of busi-

ness, with business interests to defend.*

The capital requirements for owning and

operating mass media, needless to say,

place them well beyond the reach of most

individuals and groups.

The combined effect of these trends has

been to undermine working-class and or-

ganizations and the political left psycho-

logically and socially by reducing their

access both to urban public spaces and a

randomly circulating public audience. At

the same time, individual isolation is in-

creased synergistically by patterns of auto

usage, traffic volumeand engineering, noise

levels and the pervasive presence of all the

different forms of media taken together.

Within the media propaganda system,
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THE WAY IT IS!

Media and consciousness

organizations of resistance are either co-

opted and fall into place as official partici-

pants, defined according to criteria based

on capital accumulation; or they become

marginalized and exotic and can therefore

be ignored with impunity as sources. Ei-

ther way, they are ranked as lightweights

whose action is abnormal and of only

temporary interest, against a backdrop of

"business as usual" which is portrayed as

society's normal, stable condition. Resis-

tance to the system thus becomes heretical

behavior, and even heretics are co-opted

into the propaganda system's repertoire in

a subordinate role (that of villain). Simply

using the media to get attention for a cause

is thus reduced to a conservative func-

tion.**

THE RESTRUCTURED
"GLOBAL VILLAGE"

However, since the decade of the 80s,

consumption and production of automo-

biles and mass transportation have begun

to separate from each other. As the manu-

facture of vehicles has become sufficiently

routine, theirproduction has become inter-

nationalized. Basic manufacturing indus-

try has moved out of the country or has

stayed here only because pay scales could

be kept low. Workers have found them-

selves suddenly cashiered en masse as a

result of capital flight. Some manage to

locate new jobs in low-paying service

industries (which generate relatively little

secondary employment); but many are

simply forced into joblessness. Where the

departing industry is a city's principal

employer (as in Youngstown), the sudden

increase in poverty can becatastrophic.***

Sinceboth theauto industry and the mass

media aim at expanding sales to paying

customers—especially the affluent ones

—

the collapse of local economiesjnjuries
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from which basic industry has been trans-

ferred abroad would therefore seem to

withdraw largenumbers ofconsumers from

the reach of thepropaganda system as they

become squeezed out of the labor market

and their access to consumer goods

dwindles. Even so, the occupation ofavail-

able urban space by a transportation sys-

tem that precludes communication contin-

ues; on the other hand, developments in

computer technology have brought com-

munication using media once again within

the reach of working-class organizations.

BREACHING THE WALL
Suppose, for the sake of argument, that

the point is reached at which workers by

the millions are forced to salvage their

position by taking over the role of collec-

tive capitalists (where capital abandons

them for a better deal elsewhere); then the

ability to create urban spaces which feature

ease of communication, in the form of

casual public assemblies, returns. The

mass media, dependenton a marketbaseof

elitist, affluent customers separated from a

patchwork economy of worker-owned

enterprises, continue to sell pro-system

propaganda to this important thought-

control stratum ofthepopulation; but other,

resistance-oriented media now have room

to grow up in a parallel culture and symb-

olically nurture an emerging anti-market

consensus within the working class.

This represents just a hypothetical sce-

nario, valid ofcourseonly within the frame-

work of present-day capitalism. But it

serves to demonstrate how socialism as a

system of production will require a con-

scious understanding ofthe problem on the

part of the majority—and the explicit in-

tention of replacing capitalism's dysfunc-

tional market system with a real, commu-
nity-based society. If a revolutionary cul-

ture of embryonic capitalists could grow

up on the fringes of the decrepit feudal

system, today's browned-out urban work-

ing class can in its turn generate the work-

ing model of a new, undivided society, of

an economy which uses no money because

all production is designed to meet human

social needs. But this model must arise out

of successful attempts by today's wage-

slaves to communicate their ideas to each

other as a result of deliberately attempting

to eliminate the market system.

* Cf Ben Bagdikian's The Media

Monopoly.

** Two other useful books dealing with the

mass media' s thought-controlfunction are

Manufacturing Consent (Noam Chomsky

and Edward S. Herman) and The Mind
Managers (Herbert Schiller).

*** Corporate Flight by Barry Bluestone

et al.providessomeinsight into thisprocess.
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TRgBt^detl^g capitalism

Replacing
There is absolutely no way in which capital-

ism can be reformed to operate in the interests

of the working class. We are therefore not

concerned with reforming the present system,

but with its abolition.

The working class experience a completely

different standard of life from that enjoyed by
the small sectionofsociety thatown and control
themeans oflife—the capitalistclass. How can
you reform away poverty, which is, from a

comparative standpoint, the economic and
material position of the working class as com-
pared to that ofthe capitalist class? Irrespective

of whatever the wage level might be at any

particular time, the working class live in pov-

erty contrasted to the wealth of the capitalist

class. Can anyone suggest a reform that can
change this? There is none.

Has there ever been any time in your life

without major or minor wars, or the perpetual

threat of one breaking out? What reform can
you possibly imagine that could eliminate the

rivalries of different national sections of the

capitalist class over private property issues?

These are the antagonisms, integral to this sys-

tem, that constitute the basic cause of war.

Canyou conceive ofareform thatwould give

economic security to the working class, who, in

order to live, have to find purchasers for then-

labor power? The threat of unemployment
exists for every single member of the working
class. Workers cannot properly control their

own economic destinies because, as non-own-
ers of the means ofproduction and distribution,

whether they work or not depends upon the

wishes and interests of their employers.

Poverty, unemployment, insecurity, wars and
racial intolerance are all social evils caused by
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the low road
What can they do
to you? Whatever they want
They can set you up, they can

bust you, they can break

your fingers, they can

burn your brain with electricity,

blur you with drugs till you

can't walk, can't remember, they can

take your child, wall up
your lover. They can do anything

you can't stop them

from doing. How can you stop

them? Alone, you can fight,

you can refuse, you can

take what revenge you can

but they roll over you.

But two people fighting

back to back can cut through

a mob, a snake-dancing file

can break a cordon, an army
can meet an army.

Two people can keep each other

sane, can give support, conviction,

love, massage, hope, sex.

Three people are a delegation,

a committee, a wedge. With four

you can play bridge and start

an organization. With six

you can rent a whole house,

eat pie for dinner with no

seconds, and hold a fund raising party.

A dozen makes a demonstration.

A hundred fill a hall.

A thousand have solidarity and your

own newsletter;

ten thousand, power and your own
paper;

a hundred thousand, your own media;

ten million, your own country.

It goes on one at a time,

it starts when you care

to act, it starts when you do
it again after they said no,

it starts when you say We
and know who you mean, and each

day you mean one more.

—Marge Piercy

(Reprinted with permission ofthe author)

the system under which we live, and they cannot
be reformed away.

Ourpolitical platform puts forward a case for

socialism. In so doing, we hope tomake social-

ists. Because here we have a fundamental posi-

tion. Without socialists there can be no social-

ism. If we advocated reforms, regardless of

their merits, we would attract to our ranks re-

formists, and this would not be in accordance

with our objective.

Many people react very unfavorably when
theyhear the word "revolution". They envisage

violence and disruption. We are opposed to all

forms of violence. We maintain that socialism

can be established peacefully and democrati-

cally by the process of education and political

conversion. When the majority of the working

class become socialists, you will have social-

ism, and this even will represent a social revo-

lution. For a complete change in the basis of

society will have occurred—the ownership of

the means of production and distribution will

have been transferred from a minority to the

whole of society.

The working class can accomplish this his-

toric mission by using their Socialist Parties

throughout the world to send delegates to the

seats of government, be they Congresses, Par-

liaments or National Assemblies, with a man-
date for socialism. A new and human era will

emerge. Let us hasten the day!

—S height

Editor's Note: Theabovecommen tappeared
originally as a paid advertisement in a local

Tucson, Arizona newspaper.

I

ON SECOND THOUGHT
From the Western Socialist

In this Manifesto of the Bolshevik Party ["The

State and Revolution"], Lenin neither had in mind a

revolution made by the majority nor did he intend that

the "dictatorship" carelessly thrown out by Marx
should be of a democratic nature. He had indicated

earlier in this same pamphlet that the Party was to be

the vanguard that would lead the proletariat, that the

latter was not actually the vast majority itself but only

the vanguard ofthe"wholepeople" and thatthe action

of the working class in bringing down the bourgeois

state was to be "guided" bythe Party. What else could

result but an iron dictatorship of the Secretariat?

When one thinks about it, Lenin is proposing a most

bizarre situation: The working class (the class which
produces but does not possess) is to remain economi-

cally dependent on the capitalist class (which pos-

sesses but does not produce); the workers will con-

tinue to make a gift of surplus-labor to the capital-

ists—and yet the latter not only will be refused the

privilege of running the state but will even be denied

the right of having their interests represented in it!

And this situation may last for a "long time"! This is

the shabbiest piece of flimflam since The Philosophy

of Poverty.

Now, if the working class controls the state and

owns themeans ofproduction through it, how is it that

it is nonetheless still oppressed by the rule of capital?

If the answer is that the productive forces have not yet

been developed tremendously enough—on Lenin's

interpretation of the phrase, "all the springs of social

wealth flow more abundandy"—then the state is not

controlled by the workers, nordo they own the means
ofproduction. Either that, or forsome strange reason

Lenin keeps the capitalists in his picture even though

they do not really exist anymore.

—ROEL
"Lenin's Theory ofDevelopment...Revisited"

Spting/Summer 1980
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Making Socialists

British visits to Canada and U.S.

pump motion into the movement
BUICK: SOCIALISM

NEVER TRIED
In late November-early December 1989,

Comrade Adam Buick (SPGB) visited British

Columbia to give the Socialist Party of Canada

(SPC) and the world socialistmovementaboost.

The two main subjects he talked about while

there were the Greenmovement and the "disap-

pearance of socialism" in Europe. He found

himself constantly obliged to point out that

"what people are rejecting in Europe is not so-

cialism but rather totalitarian state capital-

ism'", as a local newspaper article stated. The

upshot of the tour was a successful media

campaign that.provided a fair amount of expo-

sure for socialist views (although more in the

newspapers than on radio).

[ExcerptsfromtheMinutesoftkeThirdl989

Meeting, December 2 1st, GEC, Socialist Party

of Canada/Good of the movement report on

Comrade Adam Buick's visit:]

Publications—An assistant in the Camosun

(occupational) College political science dept.

arranged a noon hour propaganda meeting on

the subject of disappearing "socialism" in Eu-

rope. The Victoriadaily paper, Times-Colonist,

now has kindly, understanding city editor, hence

the right kind of reporter covered the proceed-

ings with a two column wide write-up, circula-

tion possibly in the area of 70,000. A good

interview was held with the Saanich News, a

weekly, and a good article resulted. A poor

interview with Goldstream Gazette, another

weekly, with no results yet.

A debate arranged between Com. Buick and

the Green Party candidate in the provincial by-

election was postponed twice because of the

candidate's preoccupation with the campaign.

It was a taped discussion to be presented in two

segments by UVIC's 24 hourFM radio station,

CFUV. Finally the Greens' Sarah David made

herself available. Tried to record the first in-

stallment, but too distorted. Themoderator said

he would copy the original and send to us after

Xmas. Got the second segment OK.
The Greens debate caught the attention of a

Tuesday noon moderator on Magazine Show,

interested in NDP, British Lab. Party, Russia,

ecology, etc. That interview used up two seg-

ments of his show, a week apart. We recorded

these. In the process, a third interviewer who

hosts the Monday noon production, was a 16

year old non-student. We failed to homerecord

his, butCom. Lambie has itnon-edited from the

interview. He related by phone that his airing

resulted in favorable phone calls, prompting

him to say he would run it again following

week, but sickness intervened. Hopefully cop-

ies of these tapes will become available.

COLEMAN: MEETINGS
AND MEDIA

In A$fc two other socialists, also from Brit-

ain—Comrades Steve Coleman and Dick Don-

nelly—visited the U.S. for ten days. While

these were not "ten days that shook the world",

they did produce some ripples—two well-at-

tended meetings in Grand Rapids, Michigan

and a taped radio interview over a Boston-area

radio station(WMFO atTufts University). The

interviewer conducted a running discussion of

socialist ideas, often challenging Cde. Coleman

to explain or substantiate his views; a tape of

this broadcast is available as of this writing. (A

local Trotskyist group very nearly pre-empted

us, but at the last minute we got the interview.)

Another radio interview (on Boston's WBZ)
had to be cancelled because of schedule con-

flicts; and a potential debate on the subject of

the "death ofsocialism" with a Liberal group on

the Harvard campus (publishers of a periodical

called Perspective) fizzled mysteriously for

reasonsknownonlytothem. AtCde. Coleman's

suggestion, we went ahead and taped a short

"introduction to Socialism" and have subse-

quently advertised it in five national periodi-

cals, with further ads planned. This tape offer

has been enjoying a surprisingly vigorous re-

ception, and ournext step will be to concentrate

our advertising efforts on the local media.

The Grand Rapids meetings were arranged

by the ex-Socialist Labor Party members who
publish the Discussion Bulletin (notably Frank

Girard) and were a success by all accounts. We
got a fair number of responses out of both

meetings, particularly from individuals who
hadn't previously been exposed to socialist

ideas. [Note. In September yet another British

comrade, Cyril May, paid a visit to the Boston

areaandwas interviewedonWBZ's PeterMeade

show, with a listener call-in segment; unfortu-

nately, the show's format didn't allow a clear

exposition of socialist views at the very begin-

ning, which limited the impact of the actual

discussion. We did get a good tape out of this,

however, and willbe adding this and theWMFO
tape to our catalogue. The catalogue has proven

quite successful in its own right]

Other options for media exposure during the

Coleman-Donnelly visit were suggested by a

Georgia comrade (who also wrote us the letter

below). He was, however, unable to follow up

on them owing to problems of time and dis-

tance. Lack of experienced people was in

general a major constraining factor hampering

our efforts at organizing for the tour.

LETTER FROM
GEORGIA

June 18, 1990

Dear Comrades,

I was at a demonstration in downtown At-

lanta today. See Creative Loafing ad clipped to

homemade flyer I took to it. For the past three

years or so this demo has annually attracted 100

or more people. And what with Nelson Man-

dela coming to town next week, this one was

sure to be the biggest yet! Wrong!

Less than 15 showed up today. Workers'

World Party (a spin-off of the SWP), who's

behind these demos, saw just how far they are

disintegrating today. This is the same party that

packed in over 100 people for an anti-Klan rally

just this January. Also, I noticed not a single

representative of the SWP was there. And I

have always seen one of them at aWWP front

group demo. Either they couldn't get anyone

motivated enough to go to it, or they knew the

WWP can't pack in crap no more.

Three members of the Revolutionary Com-

munist Party (Maoist and gang of four group-

ies) were there. See newspaper clipping of the

Refuse and Resist abortionrights protest. R&R
is a front groupof the RCP. They putposters all

over town and passed out thousands of leaflets

for that action. In the past, such an effort would

and did on more than a couple of occasions

draw over 100 people. As you can see from the

article, nine protesters shows the bottom has

dropped out of that movement as well.

For my part, I passed out 59 copies of the

enclosed [homemade] flyer. I ran off 100,

expecting over 100people atthedemo . So Iw as

slightly disappointed. But looking back, I real-

ize that I spread [our] ideas, single-handed, to

more people than the WWP and RCP com-

bined!

Neither theWWP nor the RCP even tried to

leaflet bystanders. The WWP just had some

mindless chants to offer pedestrians. As in"we

don'tcare what you think, just follow us". The

RCP only approached a handful of people with

their Revolutionary Worker newspaper. My-
selfand the wife ofTyrone Brooks (he amember

of the state legislature and civil rights vet) were

the only ones to buy. And I thinkTyrone and his

wife were on an intelligence gathering opera-

tion to boot. I am sure they got a mindful from

the flyer I gave them.

So you see, the only party that couldhavehad

a lasting impact on anyone's thinking from that

demo was us. And I seriouslydoubt anyonewas

turned on by any ofmy flyers, but I gave some

folks a chance to understand. This demo, along

with the newspaper account of the R&R flop,

confirms a theory that I had formulated from

observations at the January anti-Klan rally in

Atlanta. I knew then that these type-parties (at

least in Adanta) were heading downhill fast.

And look what's happened. The bottom has

apparently dropped out of the "left" in Atlanta.

OK, comrades, the road ahead of us is less

cluttered now... let's haul ass!

Yours for socialism,

Wesley

PLANNING FOR PARTY
GROWTH

Suggestions for thinking

ahead
[Excerptsfrom theCentralOrganiser'smemo

to the Executive Committee, TheSocialistParty

ofGreat Britain, dated August 13, 1989:]

... is a single series ofmeetings on the Labour

Party the best way to pick up those who will be

abandoning the Labour Party? I think not. We
need to run an advertising campaign—and to
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organise a campaign of letters to the press—and

to run regular articles in the [Socialist] Stan-

dard, not only exposing Labour's more naked

than ever reformism, but also ensuring that ex-

Labourites do not drift into our political rivals,

such as the SWP or Greens.

On the Green issue there is a lot that the Party

needs to do, Are we able to compete with the

green reformists who have access to more eco-

logical data than we are likely to be able to find,

or should we concentrate on challenging the

Green political analysis? We need to detect

their weakest spots, discover the policies which

they will most likelybe forced to splitupon, and

appear in their literature as a constant reminder

that there is an alternative to the Greens once

they show their true capitalist colours.

Oncommunity radio, we need to know where

the new stations are to be, who is obtaining the

franchises, how easily we can fit ourselves into

theirnew schedules. Despite the indifference of

a number of Party members to using the media,

we now have a pretty credible record as media
fillers. We need to impress our record on to the

new stations. This needs to be done now, while

the stations are being set up, not in five years

time whenwe are wondering why they have not

found us. [N.B . This refers to the government's

plans to transform British radio by legislating to

make the airwaves far more open to so-called

community stations.]

[We should seek to increase] media impact,

especially in London. Thanks to the consider-

able exposure which the Party is currently hav-

ing on BBC local radio in London, Kent and
Bedfordshire (four two-hourbroadcasts to date),

as well as the persistent work carried out by a

few comrades on the London phone-ins, the

Party is now in a position to gain real media rec-

ognition, at least in the London area. In adver-

tising terms, we are building "product recogni-

tion". This media effortnow needs to be inten-

sified. We need to train speakers to appear on
the radio. (I contacted the Propaganda Cttee a

few weeks ago offering to help set up a Media
Training Workshop.) We need to back up radio

broadcasts withnewspaper andmagazine ads

—

preferably, on the theme of the discussions in

which we participate.

I am of the view that each year (or even every

couple of years) the Party should select a num-
berofcities ortowns, chosenon aregional basis,

and try to build support in them. This would
involve several branches going into the area

and distributing literatureover aperiod oftime,

leading eventually to holding meetings. This

hasbeendonebysome ofthe northernbranches

and has been effective: Merseyside branch is

the product ofsuch expeditionary work, as was
Manchester branch. It is also necessary to

revive areas where the branch was active, but is

no more.

[Excerptfrom "Plansfor Party Growth", a

summary of strategy reports by Executive

Committee Sub-Committees:] The committee

urges that a sum not less than one-third of

production costs be set aside annually to pro-

mote ourjournal and that the SSPC [Production

Committee] co-opt a fourth member exclu-

sively for this purpose (as recommended in the

Socialist Standard Investigating Committee's

Report of 1959!). The fact that we have an

unique case to make does not preclude us from

adopting conventional selling techniques.

It seems to us that the success or otherwise of

a Party strategy depends on whether members
are prepared to make difficult decisions. In our

present financial position itdoes notmake sense

to spend the major proportion ofour income on

producing a journal if we fail to promote it.

Mostpeople do notaccept or reject an
entire prevailing social order on philo-

sophical, ethical or moralgrounds; they

do so because ii can or cannot afford

them concrete enjoyments. The pursuit

ofthese has only one requirement—that

they be at leastminimal People see their

own potential in terms ofthose satisfac-

tion 'or enjoyments. ......

This nativehuman empiricism carries
with it, unfortunately, a tendency to get

complacent once minimal enjoyment or
satisfaction has reacheda certain stabil-

Only where a developed social orderhas
reached such a degree of social and
economic malfunction (owing to the

intrusion ofelementsrepresentingamore
advanced social order) that it cannot
provide even this minimal satisfaction

do the victims of class warfare demon-
strate a readiness to abandon it on any-
thing like a large scale. This was espe-.

cially true in the cases of the decadent
slave-empires ofantiquityandofthema-
norial serfdom of latefeudal Europe.
Why does today's working class seem

politically so complacent? Socialists

might explain 'this
:

as 'the ability of the

capitalist system (thus far) to expand
sufficiently, on a world scale, to keep
human desperation "subclinical", that

is* native

tendency to reject it as a systemfor long
enough on a large enough scale. People

often 'can eventually find something
short-term to hang onto and will reserve

their energiesfor reaching those islands

|
T̂his is one ofthe pernicious aspects of

proposing solutions that envisage living

is). It also

have
decided to break with the system, reform-

in mere palliatives. Wejust don't know
yet when the threshold will be crossed.

But in order to be there to articulate the

majority's desire to abandon capitalism

when itdoeshappen, socialistsmustappty

themselves for the indefinite present to

teach an <

In the meantime, disgust with the sys-

tem h - :l and widi I and
continues to boil over, at sporadic inter-

vals, on an expanding scale. Socialists

shouh mate
themselves on the quickestand best ways
to translate them into the rationalform
ofan actually revolutionary conscious-

criterion of replacing capitalism imme-
diately (howeverdynamic itmay remain,

it has become reactionary and conserva-

tive) with a system ofcommon ownership

itnddi dnspf
wealth production based on the satisfac-

tion ofneeds and the ability to enjoy life.

Charles (Charlie) Rothsfein
To the (too long) list of World Socialist

Party comrades who have "left this terres-

trial sphere" we are now saddened to add
the name of Charlie Rothstein—one of the

earliest members of Boston local—having

been notified, recently, of his death last

August.

Charlie had been in poor health for a num-
ber of years and had taken up permanent
residence in Miami, Florida, to escape the

rigors of New England winters and to be
near family members. He did manage to

carry on a more or less regular correspon-

dence with this writer for quite some time

Obituaries

and always kept up his interest in Compan-
ion Party matters via the mailings from Bos-

ton.

Charlie had been, during the "Hungry Thir-

ties", the Forties and later, a tireless worker
at Local Headquarters in office matters and
an able aide at street and Boston Common
meetings. He was especially well-informed

in socialist theory. Those of us who knew
him well miss him.

—Harmo

Walter Kobus
We also announce with regret the death of

Walter Kobus, an early member of the Party

and a good friend of comrade Bill Pritchard

(now deceased), whose numerous tracts

heandWilliam Z. Miller distributed in Michi-

gan and California to any who were inter-

ested. Cde. Kobus left each ofthe Compan-
ion Parties varying but in every case gener-

ous bequests to carry on the work of mak-
ing socialists. In his last years he lived by
himself in a trailer in Harrison, Michigan.

RuthSeifert
We are sorry to note the passing of Ruth

Seifert, long-time member of the Boston

group and widow of Ed Seifert. During the

early 80s Ruth served as office manager for

theWSP.
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REVIEWED
Books of interest to

socialists

SHAW vs. SHAW
The Socialism of Bernard Shaw, Harry

Morrison (1989). McFarland & Company,
Inc.Publishers,Box611,Jefferson,NC28640.

Throughoutmodemhistorytherehas

been no lack of intellectuals who have

wheedled and cajoled us about how
workers can be relied on not to gener-

alize from their exploited condition in

a revolutionary manner—as if being

thrust into the category ofwage-earner

were sufficient to deprive people of

their native ability to think for them-

selves. G.B . Shaw andVJ, Lenin were

two such intellectuals.

In The Socialism of Bernard Shaw, Harry

Morrison, co-editorofthe old Western Socialist

(Harmo), has written a trenchant expose of

Shaw's massive talent for self-contradiction.

Shaw, a leading exponent of Fabianism, was in

fact such a famous, preposterous and prolific

writer thatknowing where to begin demytholo-

gizing him is a truly daunting task. His reputa-

tion as an authority on Marxism has long been

an oil-slick frustrating thebest efforts of social-

ists to present their arguments in a clear and un-

ambiguous way. This is a much-needed book.

Morrison covers all the major aspects of

Shaw's thinking, but three emerge from his

analysis as especially interesting: the rough

parallelism between the views of Shaw and

Lenin; Shaw's handling of the concept of sur-

plus value; and his rejection of the materialist

conception of history.

Shaw and Lenin
Shaw was a marvellous illustration of the

principle that"forward" is whereverone chooses

to go. In one of his plays (On the Rocks), for

example, we find him taking up the Leninist

notion that the working class mustbe guided to

the upper phase of communism by a dictator-

ship of the proletariat (ruling by proxy over a

proletarian state). He merges this with the

fascist doctrine that dictatorship was the only

effective way to liquidate the older Liberal

basis of the bourgeois state so as to widen the

market for the benefit of thenew corporate elite

based on the concept of limited liability.

In Lenin's proletarian state, the misuse of

capital is finally corrected, and a"new manage-

ment" is brought in to do things right; whereas

in the fascist state, on the contrary, the misuse

of capital is finally corrected (as conveniently

as possible), and a"newmanagement" isbrought

in to do things right.. . .The sole difference lies

in the respective doctrinal justifications, which

Shaw evidently sees right through as unimpor-

tant.

What Shaw was calling a "population of

supermen" was aratherdeformedversion ofthe

pseudo-Marxistparadise ofthe Leninists: these

advocated transforming "trade-union" con-

sciousness into communist consciousness (via

the "proletarian state"), thus producing a popu-

lation of well-educated, well-informed social-

ist democrats who would be able to dispense

with the machinery of government in favor of

memechanisms ofwealth administration. Shaw,

from his own cramped (literary) perspective,

saw these qualities as inhering in the personali-

ties of history's "great men", i.e., as laboratory

models on which to base the educational effort

needed to enlighten the proletarians and so raise

them up to the politically correct level envis-

aged by the wise Fabian rulers of the future.

(This would follow a period of "superman-

democracy"employing forcejust like its prede-

cessor.)

In bowdlerizing the term "middle class" to

indicate what he believed to be the capitalists'

natural and necessary function of hiring, organ-

izing and directing labor [p 22], Shaw ap-

proached Lenin, who saw these functions as

equally natural and-necessary in the "lower

stage of socialism", if exercised by the Party.

Shaw, like Lenin, considered naively that those

who employed wage-earners "should be satis-

fied with their earnings for their legitimate

functions" [p 22] and viewed living off profit

(which he called charging a "rent of ability") as

merely an abusive practice. The fact that this

"middle class" arrogates to itself the right to

decide how much employees will earn, based

onhowmuch theyneed to stay alive, sat all right

with Shaw.

Joint-stock communism
On the subject ofsurplus value and its expro-

priation, Shaw favoredusing wealth distribution

as the key element, and he definedcommunism

as a matter of legal title in the means ofproduc-

tion by any group—of investors. He saw joint-

stock ownership as evidence of"communism",

i.e, only specific individuals could "own"

something. Morrison has no difficulty pointing

out that ownership of the means of production

is a question of masters and slaves, and that in

fact the slaves only get back a small portion of

the wealth which they are commanded to pro-

duce—just enough to keep them going.

...the main problem that bothered Shaw was

his failure—despite his avowed socialism—to

recognize the fact that society is organized for

the purpose of producing commodities and

surplus value and that, given such a fact and

such a foundation, the system operates and

functions normally. It takes but a glance at the

economies of the Communist and Socialist na-

tions, based also on production for sale on the

market with a view to profit, to discover that

something other than nationalization and a

change of vocabulary to describe the institu-

tions is needed to end poverty, inequality, and

exploitation [p 30].

This is no by no means an exaggeration, ifwe
look at the unseemly alacrity with which the

high priests of state capitalism—the Leninists

of the Soviet Union—have proclaimed the dis-

solution of theirownregime. The"wellsprings

of production" were supposed to have trans-

formed society throughout the "lower phase of

communism" until abundance and socio-eco-

nomic re-education had also transformed the

narrow "trade-union mentality" into a commu-

nist outlook and thus made the working class fit

to take over the administration of wealth-

dispensing with the trappings of the market.

Five-year plans & new deals
Instead, themarketneverwent away (despite

being imprisoned within a series of five-year

plans), nor did the accumulation of capital or

the division of society into wage-earners and

profit-makers. (Their names were changed.)

Value is still the power behind the throne,

and—typical of capitalist development—more

people are poorer than ever before, even though

wealthproduction (measured in terms ofcapital

and profit) has never been greater.

Nevertheless, although Shaw "had spent the

bulk of his adult life in debunking the Marxian

theory and insisting that what makes profes-

sional laborpowermore valuable is its utility to

the consumer"Morrison writes, "it took but two

hours and ten minutes for Stalin to convince

[Shaw in 193 1] that he, notMarx, was wrong on

that score [p 68], What both Shaw and Stalin

missed, of course, was that the concept of

"income" is superfluous in a society of free

access, as the author reminds us:

"The only 'remuneration' possible in a So-

cialist world—and socialism can only exist on

a world basis—the Soviet Communist Party

and the Fabian Socialist experts to the contrary

notwithstanding—would be: 'From Each Ac-

cording to Ability,To EachAccording to Need'.

And this could never mean equality of income;

it can only mean absence of income" [p 69].

Morrison attributes this oversight to the

Fabians' basically conservative outlook:

Shaw and the Fabians were attuned more as

buyers of consumer commodities and services

than as sellers of commodity labor power. And
they were in constantfear ofimpoverishment by

the development of large scale capitalism. Fur-

thermore, the working class, to them, was con-

servative. The middle class—or at least the

highly cultured section of it who were squeezed

out of actual ownership of industry—were the

hope of the future, as Shaw and his fellow Fabi-

ans believed. These knowledgeable ones came,

themselves, largely from Shaw's "capitalist

class" (the financiers) but were not first-born

sons and had gotten little of the family loot.

What they had gotten, though, was a university

education and degrees (Oxford and Cambridge)

after prep schooling at Eton and Harrow, and

had acquired cultured minds along with their

talents. And it was, basically, people ofthat sort

who made up the ranks of the Fabian society [p

15]-

This of course reproduces Lenin's diagnosis

of the origins of Marxist theory (What is to be

Done?). No surprise, therefore, that Shaw

shouldhavehadkindwords for the Stalinistdic-

tatorship. Yet this same G.B . Shawhad notonly
"
kind, but sympathetic, even enthusiastic words

for Hitler andMussolini. He fit them all into his

general Fabian schema without batting an eye-

lash.
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THE SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA
and

THE WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY OF
THE UNITED STATES

The establishment of a system of society based on the common
ownership and democratic control of the means and instruments

for producing and distributing wealth by and in the interest of

society as a whole.

DECLARATION • OF PRiNClPLES
The Companion Parties of

Society as at present constituted is

based upon the ownership of the

means of living (i.e., land, factories,

railways, etc.) by the capitalist or mas-
ter class, and consequent enslavement
of the working class, by whose labor

alone wealth is produced.

In society, therefore, there is an an-

tagonism of interests, manifesting itself

as a class struggle between those

who possess but do not produce, and
those who produce but do not pos-

sess.

This antagonism can be abolished
only by the emancipation of the
working class from the domination of

the master class, by the conversion

into the common property of society

of the means of production and distri-

bution, and their democratic control

by the whole people.

As in the order of social evolution the
working class is the last class to achieve

its freedom, the emancipation of the
working class will involve the emanci-
pation of all mankind, without dis-

tinction of race or sex.

This emancipation must be the work
of the working class itself.

As the machinery of government, in-

cluding the armed forces of the na-

Socialism hold that:
tion, exists only to conserve the monop-
oly by the capitalist class of the wealth
taken from the workers, the working
class must organize consciouslyand po-

litically for the conquest of the powers
of government, in order that this ma-
chinery, including these forces, may be
converted from an instrument of op-

pression into the agent of emancipa-
tion and overthrow of plutocratic privi-

lege.

As political parties are but the expres-

sion of class interests, and as the inter-

est of the working class is diametrically

opposed to the interest of ail sections of

the master class, the party seeking
working class emancipation must be
hostile to every other party.

The companion parties of Socialism,
therefore, enter the field of political

action determined to wage war
against ail other political parties,

whether alleged labor or avowedly
capitalist, and call upon all members
of the working class of these coun-
tries to support these principles to

the end that a termination may be
brought to the system which de-

prives them of the fruits of their

labor, and that poverty may give
place to comfort, privilege to equal-
ity, and slavery to freedom.

The following companion parties also adhere to the same Object and
Declaration of Principles:

WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA PO Box 1440M, Melbourne, Victoria 3001

AUSTRIA- BUND DEMOKRAT1SCHER Gussriegelstrasse 50, A-1 1 Vienna
SOZfALISTEN

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA PO Box 4280 Station A,Victoria, BCV8X 33X8

WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY (IRELAND) 41 Donegal! Street Belfast

SOCIALIST PARTY OF NEW ZEALAND PO Box 1 929, Auckland, Nl

SOCIALIST PARTY OF GREAT BRITAIN 52 Clapham High Street London SW4 7UN

LIFE UNDER
CAPITALISM
50 Ways to Leave the System

WAITING FOR YOUR LUCK
TO CHANGE?

How many times have you found yourself

waiting in line at a grocery or department store or

an auto repair shop, just to ask yourself, "Why is

it that when I want something, so does everybody

else and their brother? Just my luck". What is

needed is not a change in luck but in social

systems.

Consider this. For a store to remainopen in our

profit-oriented society, it must obtain a certain

level ofpositive cash flow. In capitalist logic, the

fewer workers it takes to move those commodi-
ties/services and take in the money, the better.

This is a carryover of the trend in factory produc-

tion that Marx and Engels noted in their day.

Fewer and fewer workers doing more and more.

So you're stuck waiting for this artificially im-

posed inconvenience to play itself out. ..ina line.

In the field of health services this same pressure

for profits puts human lives at stake, often taking

them through playing this game of market de-

mand.

From this perspective, one can easily see why
the now-defunct East European state-capitalist

regimes utilized long lines to maximize their

profits . A shortage of products created a market

for them almostno matterhow shoddy they were;

thus the long lines. Plus shoddy products are

cheaper toproduce than quality ones, with the low

quality factor being marketable via the skimpy

availability of those products. McDonald's will

blend right in with a population conditioned like

that.

In a socialist society market saturation will

play no part in determining which areas get what

they need. Your vote in the democratic control of

productive means and instruments will decide

what goes where. Certainly, people won't be so

sadistic as to vote themselves just enough distri-

bution centers so that they willhave a long wait in

line to get life's needs—as is the case in the

present capitalist order of goods/services distri-

bution. Long, painful, sometimes fatal waits in

hospital emergency rooms will be a thing of the

capitalist past. Whatyou want will be abundantly

there whenever you need it.

But here's the best thing about shopping in a

socialist society... everything is free!

—WJ Lawrimore

19/winter 1991



Think, McFlyT7Mi^
Who the hell was
Karl Marx?
In 18 1 4 Johann Fichte died. Apart from

a few scholars of philosophy in a few

institutions of ill repute called universities,

it is doubtful if anyone cares that Fichte

(the writer on theories of reason) died in

1814. In 1831 Georg Hegel died. More-

people, have heard of Boy George (or that

other mixed.-up performer, George Bush)

than will have heard of Georg Hegel. In

1951 LudwigWittgenstein died. His influ-

ence upon linguistic philosophers hasbeen

enormous. But who the hell cares what

influences linguistic philosophers? On 14

March 1883 Karl Marx died. Everyone has

heard of Marx. True, a few of Uiem think

that his best movie was Duck Soup, but

most peopleknow thatMarx was one ofthe
mostimportantthinkerswho hasever lived.

Sowho was this KarlMarx? Why should

we in the late 20th century bother to re-

member someone who lived and wrote in

the 19th century? The reason is that Marx

devoted his life to an analysis of the capi-

talist system of society. He explained

where it came from, how it works and why
it must go. That analysis is as vital today as

it was a century ago. If we want to change

this messed-up world of global capitalism,

where profits daily trampleonhuman needs,

then we must have a way of understanding

the society we are in.

Historical process f
Marx began by explaining the historical

process. Capitalism has not always ex-

isted. History has passed through stages.

From propertyless primitive comftpiism,

where all the goods ofthecommuMy were

held in common, through slavery and feu-

dalism, we are now in a system dominated

by wage slavery. In short, we live in a

society where the means of producing

wealth takes the form of capital (wealth

devoted to producing profit) and the ma-

jority ofctjre people are workers who must

sell oursejes to the owners and controllers

of capital for a wage or salary. This two-

class exploitation system has not always

existed; it will not always exist.

Marx then proceeded to make an eco-

nomic analysis of the capitalist system.

How is wealth produced? By the applica-

tion of human labor to natural resources.

The labor power of the workers is only

bought to produce wealth on one condi-

tion: that it will make a profit for the em-

ploying capitalist. From where does the

profitcome? Itcomes from the payment of

wages and salaries to workers, which are

less than the value of whatwe produce.

* From the film Back to the Future (Biffs refrain).

The remaining amount (surplus value) is

legally robbed from the workers by the

capitalists, and that is the source their

profits. So, workers must work as wage

slaves to make profits for a parasite class

who live off our backs. Capitalist freedom

means the right ofthese idle millionaires to

exploit the majority.

Marx did not just analyze the profit sys-

tem. He pointed out that capitalism engen-

ders a class warbetween thosewho possess

but have no need to produce and those who

produce but do not possess. The class

struggle between the capitalist class and

the majority of us who do not own and

'control the earth takes many forms, from

strikes to complaining that the bosses are

grasping swine. The class war is as natural

to the profit system as spots are to a child

with measles. Smooth-tonguedpoliticians

may talk about the harmony of one com-

mon people, but we all know that when it

comes to the crunch, it is Us and Them.

Not an advocate of class war
Marx was not an advocate of continuing

the class war. He was out to put an end to

it. This end could only comeby the victory

of one class over the other. The workers

have to dispossess the capitalist minority

oftheireconomic stranglehold and take the

means of wealth production and distribu-

tion into our own hands. To quote Marx,

The expropriators must be expropriated.

The task of Marxists is to complete that

struggle ofbringing the wealth ofthe world

into the common possession and demo-

cratic control of the entire community,

without distinction of race or gender.

Marx and Lenin were far from being one

and the same thing. Lenin came along after

Marx died, and he argued that the workers

were too stupid to be able to understand the

need to win the class war. They needed to

be led by intellectuals—like himself. The

entire history of Leninism is a story of

arrogant leaders telling workers that they

will liberate us. In Eastern Europe these

Leninistgangsters arecurrentlybeing given

their marching orders. They have done

more to distort the meaning of Marx's

ideas than anyone else.

Marx held the opposite view from Lenin,

stating in 1864 that

The emancipation of the working class

must be the work of the working class

themselves.

In short, victory in the warbetween class

and class will not happen until workers

want and understand the need for a new

and more decent social system than capi-

talism is able to provide.

Capitalism is still here
Marx wrote over a hundred years ago,

but the capitalist class is still here, still the

same, still robbing the workers, still run-

ning their production system for profits

before needs. Workers are still in need of

a revolutionary change from the obsolete

relationships of class society; we still need

a worldwide community based upon pro-

duction solely for use. All of the philoso-

phers who have come and gone, with their

tedious ramblings and their books which

never so much as questioned the system

into which they were born, are of little

importance to those of us who seek to

change the world.

Marx was no infallible genius or god to

be idolized. He made some mistakes, and

socialists who have come after Marx have

come up with some answers of our own,

but Marx still remains the most important

thinker forworkers to readand think about.

Marx looked at the world and saw that

interpreting it was not enough; changing it

was what had to be done.

That is the purpose of the World Social-

ist Party. For decades our task has been

made more difficult by the phony Marxists

of the Leninist Left who served to confuse

the struggle. Now that they are ideologi-

cally dead—or, at least, dying—the path is

clear and, with die support of those who

think like us, the growth of the World

Socialist Movement in the United States

can resume its course, no longer caught

between the rock of Leninism and the hard

place of the "cold war".

—Steve Coleman (SPGB)
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